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CHAPT~-:R I 

INTRODUCTION 

The question of' how we ttknowtt the other 1101•son h!':',~ boon 

in the minds of psychologists for many yenrs, but has seldom been 

asked experimentally. A profitable reformulation of this question 

hns appeared in recent investigations (2, 11, 13, 19, 24): How 

does a person form an impression of another person? The present 

study is directed toward shedding light on one aspect of the 

format.ion of socinl impressions. 

The early exporimonts in identifying emotions from 

photor.;raphs (20) and the work of Wolff (36) in expressive be-

havior may be thought of as investigating the cues employed in 

judging personality. Thero have boen :many studies more directly 

concerned with how one judges ano·liher•s personnlity (1, 14, 33). 

Some or' these studies have focused on the e:x:tiernal cues provided 

by the stimulus (the person being judged); while others made 

generalizations not founded on experimentnl evidence but on 

intuitive impressions. More reoently, the interest in porcep·t;ion 

has focused on the role of' the perceivor not only in psycho• 

physical jud~ments but also in tho judgments of sooial action 

(7, 16) • The a·btH;udes, values, end psychopathology of the per• 

ceiver hns boon considered in relation to his reported judgments 

of lines, tones, weights, oto. Many of the classical psyoho-

physioal experiments have been repeabed and the obtained 

l 



individual differences made a basis for investigating the person• 

ality correlates associated ~rith perception. 

Developmental psycholo~y provides further lmowledge 

pertinent to ·tho formation of impressions. Werner (36) he.s demon-

stro:ced thA.t the infant may react physically by approach or with-

dra:wal to the presence of certain physiognomio aspects the other 

person. Piaget applies the term 0 egocentrio11 ·to this prim.itivo 

type of impression formation, and describes the development of 

early lr:mgunge as emphasizing poai ti ve and negn ti ve feelings• 

and minimizing purely cognitive distinctions (26). As language 

is acquired the bod.tly reactions become less overt. The develop-

mentally more pI"imi'l~i ve feelinr; states seem to become tra.nslatod 

into lllllguage symbolisms. and in this indirect m.~nner may play a 

role in the response to the other person. A tall, thin man way 
' be seen as stately, Lincolnesque, or as ungainly and even gro• 

2 

tesque. The process of socialization may be ·bhought of as placing 

many layers of socially approved behavior over ·these prior un• 

differentiated feeling states, so that the person is seldom ~ware 

of those feelings in his everydny incerporaonal relations. Tho 

sooialization process nnd the aoquisition·or lane;unge have also 

been described as a culturally de·bermined isolation or put;tin5• 

aside of the more affective life of childhood (26). It is possible 

that some residunl of this nffeotivo substrate continues to func-

tion i~ the adult and has definite effects upon the individunl•s 

conscious appraisal of' others. Tho present study is espeoinlly 



interested in this possibility, how it ma.y be bohs.viora.lly exhib• 

ited, and how it might be assessed. 

3 

A theoretical paper by Murphy a.nd Hochberg (27) discusses 

some hypotheses of crucial importance in understanding the role 
' of affects or "interooeptive components" in perception. Although 

the article in its entirety is pertinent to our studj• • only a. f rm 

of their relevant hypotheses can be discussed here. Exterooeptive. 

interooeptive, and proprioceptive components are stated to have 

equal importe.noe in the dynamics of perception (Hypothesis 5). 

Psychologists have devoted their major interest to the exterocep• 

ti ve component pursuant to_ f.ln historical and methodological 11 pre-

judioett according to these authors. The over-emphasis on the 

study of the "distnnoe recoptors" of the organism has led to e. 

failure to emphasize the in·tegrated totality of perception. 

F;xperimen'l::d convenier...ce often w.akes it neoessariJ to abstrMt 

one component from the interrelated whole of human peroeption. 

This prooedu1·e, however, in-~roduoas the problem of' a distorted 

emphasis which affects the interpreta·tion or the obto.ined data. 

Murphy and Hochberg support their hypothesis by citing reaea.roh 

evidence from the areas of' developmen·ta.l and oomparn ti ve psy-

chology dealini vrlth the primitive perceptions of children and 

the perception of brain-damaged patients. The "fusion" (or 

lack or sepnration) of sensorial, affeotive, and motor phenomena. 

which these people demonstrate mny be another wny of expressing 

the suggestion mentioned enrlier in this section or a possible 
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substrate underlying adult perception which has become loss promi• 
' 

nent with the process of socialization. This more pri~~tive ... 
\ . . sts:he of fusion or external and internal information may still 

ooour in a.dul ts experiencing the initial stagos of a perception 

I 

"It is rr.eeningless to separate sharply the cognitive, 

affective, and conative aspects of parception11 (Hypothesis 6) 

according to .Murphy and Hochberg •. Perception must involve cog• 

nition but may very well include affection an~ conation as well. 

There may be (and usually is) a weighting of·these three processes 

o.s in ·chis exrunple given by tho authors: ". •• as the apple pie 

in the kitchen is. smelled oi" seen, we do not merely perceive it; 

vie poroei ve it hungrily"~ 

Soma suggestions for the experimental manipulation of 

the exteroceptive,. interoceptive, and propriocoptive components 

affecting porception are offered by Murphy and Hochberg;. An 

experimentally induced _shift in one or the components m_qy so alter 

the functional interao·t:ion of these components that a systematic 

study of the co-variation of the other components becomes possible 

(3• 17• 29• 31). The present study made use of theso suggestions 

( Chapter II • Mot hods)• 

1Toat is the effect of emotions and moods on the per• 

ceiver as he forms his impressions of another person? Leuba and 

Lucas (18) investigated the affects or hypnotically induced 

changes in mood on the subjects perception of' pictures with a 
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sooie.l content. They hypnotized three subjects and to each suggested 

three different moods, "happy, critical, and amtious.tt Ea.ch oubjeot 

vms then shown .six pictures, while under the separate effect of the 

particular hypnotically induced mood, and asked to describe the 

pictures. The authors interpreted their results as indicating that 

the hypnotically induced mood exerted a directing influenoe on 

whg_t was perceived and concluded that "•••. even brief descriptions 

of suitable pictures show clearly the effects of a dominant 

attitude" (18, P• 523). 

1faohovcr and Sohvrartz ( 22) inve::rbigated the effeo·t; of 

mood on the subjeot•s oo.pacHy for associative abstr11ctnoss and 

his reaction time. They hypothesized th~t "mood, cast in the role 

of the defender of the psychic status-quo should subordinate the 

associative process to its own conservative ends." A word nssocia• 

tion technique was used with mnnio and depressed pntients and they 

concluded: 

" ••• that the prevo.iling mood 0£ the respondent; operates 
homeostntioa.lly, exercising a selecti~e influence on 
associative abstraction e.nd reaction time, depending on 
the mood implications of the stimulus ••• In general• 
the assooia:bive process is in some measure subordinated to 
the and of oonservlng: the prevailing mood of the subject" 
(22. p.,67). 

A sbudy by McClelland (23) makes use of a variation of 

the: principle thnt moods affect percoption. He tested the prop• 

osition that the conditions under which tho Thematic Apperoeption 

Tast t,-:!S adminisbered vrould exert an influence on the content of' 
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·tha stories. By experin-.entally inducing a psychogenio need through 

ego-involvement he was able to control "need achievemont" or 

11need :rr.astery". The obtained data suggested to this experimenter 

that: 

!1the conditions of administration of' the Tli.T are of con• 
siderable importance in determining the dynamic content of 
tho stories. Stories written under relaxed, neutral• and 
fa.ilura oondi·tions differed so much in ·the present experi-
ment as to suggest more caution· tho.n ho.s here·boi'ore been 
indicated in assuming that the basio personali·ty picture 
given by the TAT is not influenced by the reoEm·b experi• 
enoes."· (23• P• 25S) 

M_urray•s (28) well•known study of the effect of fear on 

the estimates of perceived maliciousness of'f'ers theoretical nnd 

methodologico.1 formulations which are per-binent to the pX'esent 

study. The stnted purpose of Murray• s experiment was "ho demon• 

strate in quentitative terms the generally recognized fact thut 

the emotional state of a subject may ai'feot his judt--;ments of other 

pars onali ties. 11 ( P• 311) The theory underlying Murray• s work 

emphasized the physical aspect• the bodily ohvnges vrhioh. were 

activnted in the genetic development of pe~ception. Such changes• 

according to :Murray, may be the basis for the gross differentiation 

or sensory impressions inf'erred i'rom the behavior of the pre• 

language child. ~'ven after language is acquired• the child's 

estimate of ano·ther person may still be in p!lrt ( and without aware• 

ness) bnsed on the bodily changes which oocur in the child when in 

the presence of the other person. 



Murray attempted to test the hypothesis that bodily 

chnnies become integrated vii.th categories such as "friendly., and 

11 -unfriendly" by oapi talizing: on his eleven yenr old daughter• s 

week-end. houseparty. Here, in a "natural" milieu.., he ttil!ld to 

assay the e:f'feot of two different emotional sto.tes "friendly" and 

ttunf'riendly" judgments which were m11de by the five girls a.bout a 

series of photographs. The two contrasting stabes were one o:f' 

pleasantness associated with more pleasurable activities. and a 

second of fear following the fear-invoking event; of' a game of 

murder played by the children. Photographs of people cut from 

a ma_gazine provided the stimulus material. The results, not 

tested. for significance, indicated tha.t 22 (or 73%) out of the 

total 30 photographs were seored more to tho ~•ba.d~' end of' the 

9 point scale or "good-bad" after ·the fear-provoking ciroum-

stanees. Murray concluded: 

11 Theso results may be attributed to complementary apper• 
ceptive projection subsequent to the aotivo.tion of o.n 
e:rr..otional state. The conclusion which m.9.y be dmvm from 
this experimer1t is thnt under some conditions the emotion 
of' fear will causo some experiencing subjects to increase 
their estimates of the mnliciousness of other persona.li• 
ties." (28, P• 327) 

Comparison and comment regarding Murray• s sl:;udy and tho present 

study will appear in Chapter IV• 

From the non-experimental• unformulated knowledge of 

common sense or "naive psychology11 (12) ,- and from clinical ox--

perience have come further understs.nding about the formation of 

1 
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impressions of others. We kno\'t, £or example, thnt when vte feel in 

a certnin mood, the mood is likely -to color the way we see the 

world and the people in it. It is difficult to see hum.or in the 

world ,men we are angry or depressed. Like~~se, how we feel about 

a person is influenced by how we feel moro generally, i.e., our 

mood or state of mind. The olinicinn u-tilizes euch knowledge in 

understanding why his patients see the world as they do (22). 

1'he clinician's introspections about the feeline; states aroused 

in him by the patient, may contribute to his formulations about 

the patient. Pei-haps thp clinician ts training and experience 

make it; possible for him in his conscious appraisal of others to 

use his own affective subetrnte~ 

Some recent experiments in sooinl psyohology have posed 

the problem: Y/hat is the process of' forming e.n impression of a 

person? Asch (2) presented a list of trait-names to two grcups 

of subjects. Both lists were identio!ll except that one group 

heard the word 11 cold11 and the other group the .word "vm.rm". 

The subjects wrote a brief' sketch of' the person described by the 

lists, and then selected one oha.racteri::itie from a list of 18 

pairs of traits mostly oppooi tes.; which best couformed to their 

written impression., Asch ooncludod, from an examination of' the 

subjects• brief' sketches, that impressions are unified, rounded 

and integrated. The written sketch impressions of' those whose 

trait list included the word "warmn diff'ered from those viho 

were presented the word 11oold11 in their list. The impressions 



appeared to be organized around thcso two key traits. The or-

ganization of the impressions did not reflect a general plus or 

minus direction imparted by the prese::ioe of the "we.rm-oold" 

characteristic. Rather, in t:he effort to integrabe these two 

traits into the total list, ·the other traits in the list were 

re-structured and tre.nafor:med by these two trai'ts 11warm" and 

"oold" • From an analysis of' the check-list-choices; .Asch round 

that certain ohara.cteristios or qualities nra "preponderantly 

assigned to the •warm• person" (2. p .. 264). A oonfirmntion or 

Asoh•s findings was obtained by Mensh and Wishnor (24) who re• 

peated some or Asch's experiments with a different popula'Cion. 

Two conclusions may be dravm from Asch's work that are pertinent 

to the present study; first, that the fom.a Hon of impressions 

is nn organized process; and, second, that such qualities as 

"warm11 and "oold" nffec·t an impression. These will be discussed 

in a la.tor section in rolation to the findings of this s·t:.udy. 

Al though Asch m.'ldo no claim tha:t his procedures were 

analagous to everyday situations, Luchins' (19) critique of 

Asch' s experiments centered around ·the discrepancy between his 

experirn.enbal procedure and the rmtural milieu in which impressions 

are formed. To Luchins the data did not reveal the subjects 

atten.p'!. to seE', the "entire person", nor tMt they nere sea.rahing 

for the 11 coro'~ of the person described by the trait names ( 19• 

p. 320). Although Luohins conceded that the results m~y be 

interpreted ns proof of the Gestalt principle that cert:.ain items 

9 
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tend to be viewod as a11 organized whole, when frame of referenoo 

is adopted, he could not agree that conclusions about rorma~ions 

of impressions could be drawn from the oxperiw.ents (19, P• 321). 

Two other studies developed from Luchins• criticism of 

Asch's experiments. Hershlco\vitz (13) substituted for the trait-

names "vrarm" and "oold't a motion picture designed to present one 

ma.in character in situations which depicted him as ''warm" ol" 

11oold", Like Asch, he was interested in studying the ef feet of' 

the "warm" and· ncold" film sequences on ·che subject• s impressions 

about the main character, For this purpose he presented one group 

of subjects with ·bhe "warm'' film followed by a film of the main 

character in "neutral n behavior. Another group snw the "cold" 

(ilm follovred by the same "neutral" film. In other V."Ords, rather 

than offeri~ a list or trai t-n9.mes as the content for a desorip• 

tion of a hypothetical personality, H0rshkow·l·l:;z offered e. person 

in action through the medium of motion pictures. Jtis prediction• 

similar to Asch' s, vm.s tha. t the "same aot when combined wl th a 

warm sequence would be interpreted quite differently- than when 

juxtaposed with the cold sequence"• His data wore the wri"l::ten 

impressions of his subjects attor viewing the films. The re-

sults indicated that the film portro.ying the main character as 

cold hnd a strong affect in the determination of the subjects 
\ 

impressions about this character in the "neutral" portion .of ·the 

f'ilm11. A similar ef'foct could not be demonstrated by the warm 

film portrayal •. , The vrarm sequence appeared more asaimiln·ted into 
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tho neutral portion, and did not demonstrate the "contrast effect" 1 

or strilcing difference, which the cold film had produced. The 

discovery in the Hershkovr.i.tz study that the subjects' descriptions 

of actions are "inextricably entwined" ,'lith suoh feeling tones 

as "positive-nega.tive" or "good•bad" contribtlted to the develop-

ment of the present investigation. 

Another study that followed the Asch-Luohins controversy 

was that of Gollin {11). He too utilized a motion picture to over-

come the deficiency pointed ou·t by Luchins tha.t tho trait-name 

lis·t; method, is remote from the usual "fltay in which impressions of 

personali'tiy form and gro-v• Like the Hersbkowi tz .f'ilm• Gollins • 6 

film also presented one main chnraoter in three discreet be-

havioral themes. One theme presented ·the 11 star", a young wonnn, 

ns promiscuous; a aeoond theme was "relatively neutral''; and 

the third showed her as being "kind, consider1:1te, and generous". 

To overcome the limi ta. tions or tho check-list method am.ployed 

by Asch, Gollin mdo a more intonsive analysis of his subjects• 

written impressions. His analysis of how the subject deal·!; with 

the t,vo major behavioral themes (promiscuity and kindness) led 

him to the conclusion ·that there are three classes or typos of' 

impression f'orma:tion: integrated, aggregated, e.nd unitary. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

A m.4jor purpose of this study is to present a method 

for collecting data about the affec•cive quality of impressio11:s 



and a method f'or judging a£fectivi-ty that will yield a consistent 

recognition and ra.tin~ of this quality. The method is based on 

a definition of social perception that includes people not only 

12 

as the subjects, but also as the object of the perception. The 

definition also considers socio.1 perception an integra tad totality 

of exteroceptive (outer) und interoceptiva and propriooepti.ve 

(inner} components. 

Ai'f'ectivo quality, as used in ·this study, covers tlle 

range from 11liken to "dislike".. This is a gross quali·tative 

dimension which l'/8 believe to have primnry sii;nifioancc for 

interpersonal relations. Although many possible underlying 

reeling sta:tes and emotions may be expressed in the verbalizations 

abou-t, the imprassions of others, it is believed that the 

nlike • dislike11 dimension is more a.pt ·to yield fruitful research 

findin6s about the affective aspoot or impression form.~tion. 

Some of the studies cited earlier have demonstrated 

that mooc. tends to influence perception. '?Te propose to extend 

the investigation of a relationship between mood and perception 

into tho area or social impressions. The method to be presented 

makes possible experimentnl control of certain changes in the 

balance of interoooptive nnd exceroceptive components. The affect 

of such changes on the af focti ve quality of ·the impression oan 

be investigated. Thus, by holding the structure (exteroceptiva 

compo~enb) constant, and altering the mood (interoceptive and 
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proprioceptive component) we rnrty determine \'that change, if MY, 

occurs in -the affective aspect of the impression. If mood affects 

impressions about others. then it should follow thats 

Proposition I 

The presence of a changed mood in the peroeiver influences 
the quantitative and qualitative ch1.u-acter of the af'feotive 
aspect of his impressions abou·t anothei• person. 

This study is also interested in the effect or a. change 

of· the struoturnl or exterocep-t;ive factors upon tha affective 

aspect of the impression, We propose to investigate this ef'faci; 

under two conditions: changed and unchnnged mood of the subjects. 

A meaningful change (as perceived by the observer) in ·the be• 

ha.vier of the person being observed showed result in a change 

in the affective aspects of the impression of that porson. 

Would the mood of -tl1e perceiver have any ef':f'eot; on the intensity, 

or direction of this crumge? It 1.s fol t that the f'ollo\·1ing 

expectations are reasonnblet 

Proposition II 

Changes in the affective aspect of a person•s impressions 
about another person will oecuI" with marked change in the 
behavior of the parson observed. 

Proposition III 

These chnnges are influenced by a che.ng;e in the mood of the 
perceiving person. 



CHAPTER II 

· THR l~J.PfilRIM!'.~NT.AL MAT;mIALS 

1i.iXPERIM8NTAL SET':rING. The eX3?erimental setting 

utilized a pair of ad.joining rooms, one of which was sound-proofed. 

The experiment itself took place in the sound-proofed room while 

the second room housed the projection, recording and timing equip-

ment. A one way vision glass was mounted in the wall between the 

rooms. The use of a sound-proofed room and a separate equi~ment 

room was technically necessary beec'11.lse of the noise level of the 

projector and timer and the experimental expediency of having the 

recording eqni~ment ont of view of the subject. 

The sound-proofed room was furnished with three chairs 

and two tables. The subject's chair for the first part of the 

experiment was in front of the one way vision glass. On the wall, 

approximately 16 feet ahead of the subject's chair, was mounted a 

motion picture screen. The table at the left of the subject's 

chair held electronic equipment, and was covered with a white 

muslin cloth when not in use. Illumination was provided by a 

7 watt bulb behind the experimenter's chair, and by the overhead 

light fixture. A diagram of the experimental rooms appears in 

Plate l, and photographs of the experimental arrangement in Plates 2 

and 3. 
14 
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APPARATUS. The Equipment in the experimental room were the Grass 

Electric Stimulator, the Potter Interval Timer, and the chime box. All 

were located on the table at the left of the subject• s chair:. A wire 

extended from the Electric Stimulator to a finger electrode board also 

on the table. The Interval Timer could be adjusted: to produce a. con-

tinuous :flashing of the rows of lights on its front panel. 

In the adjoining room were a 16 mm Bell and Howell Filmo-sound 

-projector, a. timing device, and the recording equipment. The motion 

picture film vas projected through the one way vision glass onto the 

screen in the experimental room. The timing device, designed and built 

at the perception laboratory of the Menninger Foundation, utilized a 

continuous loop of 16 mm film in which a hole was -punched. This film 

was driven by a constant speed synchronous motor enabling the hole in 

the film to 'Pass by a roller a.rm every 20 seconds. When this occurred, 

the arm would drop into the hole closing a contact in the micro switch 

to sound the chime in the box at the subject•s left. The results of a 

pilot study testing the effect of the sounding of a chime on the subject's 

productivity, demonstrated that it served to facilitate the free asso-

ciation. Since the chime sound wa.s recorded along with the subject•s 

verbal productions, by timing the occurrence of the sounding of the 

chime, time uni ts could be applied to the raw data. The time uni ts thus 

provided an indication of the portion of the film being projected as the 

subject 1nade his comments. The 20 second interval divides the film into 

approximately equal units, and roughly coincides with th~ number of 

scenes in the experimental film. 

The method of recording the subject's verbal vroductions 

aimed at reducing as much as possible the feeling of commitment 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
ROCH 

EQUIYEENT 
ROOM 

A. ~UBJE.(.T'~ LMAI~~ E>. t.XP'E.SZ.\ME.NTE.P:.'~ Ll-4Alsr.. l..(\HM6.. e,o~ 
D. TABLE.~ t.. t.L.E..LTSZ.Oli\(. E:.QUIP'ME.t'lT F. ~EMOT-. (.ON"Tlr..OL 
~W\TL\.1£~ l.1.(.0N(.-.ALE.I) MIC..JZ:.Ol7"0NE.~ \.I. t.LE.LiSZ..\l. Ll<:.MT 
I. MovH;. ~Lll:.E.•N J. Yll:..~J&.'-•OII:.. ~- f>ouNT) 6£.wr..t13E.1Z. 
L. TtMlii.P:.. M. ONE. WAY M \f(.,Jr,,.OSZ. 

PLATE l DIAGRAH OF rr:-r;.:: ?XPERil-~NT.AL SETTING, INCLUDING EQUIFHENT 
AND AR?JtNGEE:'.~l'!T 



PLATE 2a EXPERIMENTER AND SUBJECT IN 
TRAINING FIIM S1'TTING 

PLATE 2b EXPERIMENTER AND SUBJECT IN MOOD-INDUCING 
SITUATION WITH REVEALED A.°PAR.ATUS AND 

SUBJECT'S FINGER IN ELECTRODE STIMULATOR 
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PLATE 3a EXPERIMENTAL SETTING: 
INQUIBY, NON-THREAT RELEVANT 

PLATE 3b EXPEEn,IENTAL St.~'i'ING: 
INQUIRY, THREAT-RELEV1l.NCE CONTINUED 



that a person might experience in the experiment. Dy verbalizing, 

instead of writing, it was felt that it was easier for the subject 

to change his mind and not feel as committed as with written com-

ments. It would seem that taking notes, or conspicuously recording 

what the subject says, also tended to make him feel less free to 

give whatever reactions crone to mind as the instructions required_. 

With these points in mind, verbatim recordings of the subject's 

statements were made by means of concealed microphone~. The two 

carbon microphones were connected with a Sound Scriber recorder 

through. a conference control unit,, The recorder was equipped with 

a. booster amplifier to increase its sensitivit~. This equipment, 

as well as the projector and timer, were operated by remote control 

switches near the experimenter•~ chai~ • 

.!!!! MOTION J?!GTtn.llil :D'ILMS. .A motion picture film portraying 

a sequence of social interactions was used in this study to provide 

an experimentally controlled sample of social behavior. This choice 

of stimttlus material was considered necessary because of the 

following: (1) to elicit impressions about a person, information 

about the person is require~. It is believed that the information 

which is especially -pertinent to the formation of iDlJ;lressions is 

the observation of the person in interaction with other people. 

(2) Since 11 real-life" interaction between people is of such a tran-

sient and variable nature, how could it be sufficiently manipulable 

and repeatable to be presented as experimental stimulus material? 

19 



lt is likely that no two social situations can be considered exactly 

alike, even though the persons interacting may strive to make them 

so. We believe that the motion picture provided us with ouch a. 

med.ium of -presentation. (3) The movie is a representation of 

human interaction whi.ch can be observed, which reflects the dynamic. 

on-going quality of such interaction, and yet which can be experi-

mentally controlled. A recent study by Lyons (21) employing both 

"live actors1' and motion pictures, concluded that no essential 

difference exists betw'een the two as a means of presenting human 

action for observation and analysis. 

training !.!!!• The exporimental task of talking 

while watching a movie :required a period of training. It was noted 

in the pilot studies that the training film created a set ol" atti-

tude in the subject which seemed to significantly affect his later 

productions. For ey.am.ple, the first film employed in the pilot 

study--a travelogue of the Grand Ce.nyon-resulted in many descrip-

tive statements about the scenery- and minimized reactions to the 

people in the film. Since our purpose was to study the affective 

aspects of impressions of people, this was a disturbing factor. 

Other films were previewed with the intent of obtaining a film 

sequence equal in time, and similar in content to our experimental 

film. The film that best met this criteria was a French language 

training film entitled "L 1Arrive A Paris11 produced by :Benjamin M. 

Taylor for the "Accent Aigu.11 film series of the Focus ]'ilm Comr,any, 

Los Angeles, California. The brief descri-ption of this film in 

20 



the Educational Film Guide (16) is as follows: 

Betty and .Bill Johnsen~ two young U. s. college St\tdents, 
come to Paris to study at the Sorbonne. Includes activities 
aboard ship, the arrival at tefu~rve, the trip from Garo st. 
Laze.re to the Foundation des Etats-Unis, where they- register 
and get settled in their new dormitory home, telephone to 
their French friend, ete. 

The last sequence in this film was found well suited for the experi-

ment after being edited to the desired length of 5 minutes lio 

seconds. 1.rhe scenes beginning with the arrival of the couple at the 

dormitory, the regiGtration process, the telephone call to a friend, 

being shown to the room by the clerk, and. meeting the friend--a.11 

are scenes of interpersonal relations in which the same parson a.p-

poe.rs. :Besides -providing a training 1)0riod for the sub,jacts, the 

data obtained from the subject's verbalizations about this film 

provided a base line for comparisons to be made with the experi-

mental film under varied conditions. 

The ~,merimental film. The second film used in this ----------
inve:;tiga.tion was designed by Hershkowitz (13) to present a. main 

character in a number of different social interactions and sequences 

which. portray him a.s either 11warm, 11 11 cold, 11 or "neutral. 11 The pilot 

study reve~led it to be effective in eliciting verbalizations from 

the subjects. The 11warm11 -portrayal of the ma.in character did not 

distinguish itself sufficiently from the 11neutral 11 portrayal in the 

pilot studyt thus corroborating Hershkowitz •s finding with this 

film. However. the n cold11 film sequence -provec1 to be an excellent 
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contrast to the "neutral II portion, which made that film sequence 

quite appropriate to the present study. The 'term "unfavorable" 

is used in the :present study instead of 11 cold. 11 Variations in the 

order of presentation were tried and it was found that the unfa-

vorable section if' seen first produced such a strong set as to pre-

clude other impressions of the 11neutral 11 portrayal of the main 

character. The presentation in the present experiment was 11 neutra.l 11 

followed b;r 11unfavorable.ll The presentation time was 4 minutes for 

the 11neutral, 11 and 1 minute lto seconds for the "unfavorable" sec-

tions. An outline of the experimental film appears in A~pendix A, 

and Plates 4, 5, and 6 show sce~es from the film. 

A brief summary of the 11neu tral II section follows: 

The main character greets the elevator man as he leaves the 
elevator, and waves a greeting to his secretar1 as he wallts 
by. He takes his coat off and sea.ts himself at his desk. 
Ile makes a 'Ohone call, and u-pon hanging up converses briefly 
with his secretary who has brought in some papers. He signs 
tho papers but in so doing drops some ink on them. He blots 
the paper., returns it to his secretary and watches her as she 
leaves, toying with a pencil as he does so. 

The next series of scenes takes place in a lunch room where 
the main character seats himself• smiles at someone~ and looks 
at the menu. He is called to another ~art of the room b~ a 
group of three men who are wor1dng on a nu.'Ilber p\\zzle. Thay 
hand it to him and he proceeds to solve it correctly. They 
shake hands with him and ha leaves. 

He is again back in an office, speaks to a secretary, begins 
to knock on a door, then hesitates to straighten his tie. 
U~on entering the office, he stands before a man seatod at a 
deslc who, pointing to a pa-per he has in his hand, talks with. 
the main character abou.t it. Ile finally hand.s th9 paper to 
the main character who then 'leaves. 

The nozt scene, at the water coolert shows the main character 
getting a drink. As he is through drin.lcing he turns with Cll-p 

22 
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A. B. 

C. D. 

E. F. 

PLATE 4 SCENES FRCM "NEUTRAL" EXPE~IMENTAL FILM 
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I. J, 

K. 

PLATE 5 SCENES FR(J.1 "NEUTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FIIM 
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P. 

PLATE .6 SCENES FR.CM "UNFAVOP:ABLE" EXPERIMENTAL FIIM 



in hand and a,;mears surprised to find he has spilled water on 
a man who has come to the water cooler behind him. He helps 
the man wipe the water off;;. 

The 11unfa,vorable11 film may be summarized as follows: 

~e main cha.ractor is eating at a table with his wife and a 
daughter about 4 years of age. He is reading the newspaper 
as he ea.ts. His wife helps the child with her food. He · 
passes over his cup for more coffee; the wife hesitates then 
pours the coffes for him. Ra nods his head. and with rather 
obvious sarcasm thanks her. She looks up as though at the 
clock; and reminds him of.' the time. lte gives a curt 1•eply; 
then, in a short time, asks her something. An argument between 
them ensues, and the main character throws his napkin on the 
table as he strides out of the room. 

The next scene finds the main character in the hall of his 
e.partrn.mit -pn.tHng on his coat. ·He sees a small wagon with 
bloclts in it on the floor and stomps on these. He appears 
noticeably angry as he picks up some pieces of the toy. 
brings it into his wife and child at the table .• 

1'.!!! I:N'QUIRY MAi'EIHAL. :Photographic reproductions of scenes 

~rolll. the experimental film were made for ~he inq_t1iry procedure,. The 

selection of the scenes wa.s Wide to coincide with the 20 second time 

inter~al described ~reviously. Sixteen 21- by 3¼ inc~ photographs 
. . 

were made front. the 16 mm film fX'ames ap-pea.ring a'.'frproximately· each 

20 seconds. These photol,,'Ta.phs wore mounted 011 heavy- carclboard and 

lettered from A to P.. Reproductions of these scenes a.-p!,ea.r in 

Plates ~. 5., a.nd 6. 

THE SUBJECTS 

The first pilot study included eleven subjects who were 

rala·tively sophisticnted in psychology. This factor was of help in 

evaluating the experimental setting, but a handioa~ in obtaining naive. 

non•psychologized verbal reactions; For this reason it was decided not. 



to use subjeots :who were psychology students or wero acquainted with the 

experimenter. It was also f'el t necessary :for a reprosenta.ti ve population 

sample to have an oqunl number of ma.le and female subjeots in the groups 

and that the average o.ge should be approximately the same for the group. 

With this in mind, the subjeots were drawn !rom three different depart• 

ments in the university • l<ngineering, English and Spanish • where they 
\• 

volunteered,to pnrticlpate following an announcement made by the class i_·,: ... ~- .; ,:·· . < ...... 

instructor. A random procedure of placing the subjects in groups vms 

employed. From Table I whioh follows it appeared that the mean nge in 

each group was so close and the range suffieiently narrow that for the 

purposes of this study the groups may be considered homogeneous in 

Number 

TABLE I 

AGE DI STRIBUT!ON IN 'l'fIE CONTROL AfID 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Male Female Mala 
Control Control Experimental 

6 5 5 

Aga range (years) 19-24 19-22 19-21 

Avg. age (years) 20.s 19.8. 20 

Female 
Experimon:t:al 

5 

19-24 

20.a 
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THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

THE METHOD QE OBTAD1IHG m ~. The method for obtai?.ing 

the subject's impressions used ~n this study maximized the freedom and 

spontaneity of his verbal expressions in our'opinion~ In the pilot 

studies two techniques were tried out, the,running verbal account and 

the final summary. Inspection of the pilot data indicated that much 

of the subject's initial reactions to the chief' actor in the film was 

lost in the summary account. . It 1s worthw.hile to examine why this 

loss occurred. If we are asked "What did you think or that person?" 

We are likely to respond with the residue of the impressions that re;... 

main with us rather than with a resume of the sequence of our thoughts 

and feelings about the person. The residue, or summary impression, 

is likely to be influenced by the implied requirements of logical, 

sequential, organized, meaningful thinking. If the surmnnries are 

written, sentence structure, spelling; and punctuation must be added 

to the requirements. It is also possible thnt the delayed summary 

procedure allows for secondary elaboration of the initial reactions. 

This elaboration may alter the original thought or feeling in the di.;. 

rection of more socially accepted stereotypes. Since our interest in 

this study is in investigating the affectional qu13.lity or a person's 

social impressions, our method of collecting the data should provide . . 

a setting which facilitates the expression of this quality. The ex-

pression of suc_h nffects as tllike" and 0 dislike" is more likely to 

be a valid representation of the speaker's mood under conditions or 
maximal freedom of verbal expression (3 6) 



A modified free association technique was used to avoid 

the above limitations and to provide an atmosphere which would 

attempt to minimize conscious control (thus f'acilitat,ing spontaneous 

expression or thoughts and feelings). The subject attended to the 

motion picture stimulus according to specified instructions, of which 

, he was reminded by the sound or a chime at regular intervals.,• This 

task did not allow as much freedom as the classical free association, 

but resembled more the word-association projective techniques which 

encourage and enable a subject to spontaneously verbalize about some-

thing outside himself. Despite the resemblance to projective techni-

ques, the subjec·ts• productions were looked on as part or his total 

behavior in the context of the experilnental situation; not as fantasy 

which serves the purpose of wish :fulfillment or substitute gratifica-

tion for pleasure (23).-

THE MOOD-nmucnrG PROCEDURE. An experimentally induced 

change of subject's mood was pnrt or the experimental problem for in-

vestigating the effect of mood on the affective aspect or impressions.-, 

At the present stage of research in this area, we were not concerned 

with subtle. moods but rather vith grossly defineable changes of mood.· 

The first pilot study explored the induction of a pleasant and an un-

pleasant mood. Our experience agreed.with that or other investigators 

(6) who have noted that a 11pleasant11 mood is extremely difficult to 

create in the laboratory. 11Joyf'ully" spoken instructions., and the 

stimulus of tickling et al., did not result in a pleasant experience 

for the subject. The mood accompanying the physical sensation of 

tickle is intimately associated with the social setting in whioh the 



tickling occurs. It was nlso clear that being tickled is not 

necessarily pleasant for the recipient. The rough stattstical 

approximations of the pilot study suggested that tickled subjects 

had about as frequent negative affective reactions as did shocked 

subjects. 

jO 

In this study the subject is presented with a sustained 

threat of electric shock as a method or induo5.ng a change in the sub-

ject's mood. The subjectst reports of their experience during the 

mood-inducing procedure, indicate that the mood change was toward 

increased apprehension, tension, and anxiety. The pilot explorations 

indicated that·an anticipation of shock was far more effective in pro-

viding increased anxiety- than the actual shook. The effectiveness of 

the experimental atmosphere and instructions in establishing this state 

has been demonstrated by other investigators {8,9). Subjects appeared 

to anticipate much worse shock the:a that to uhich they could bo safely 

exposed by an experimenter. Their fear seemed to dissipate after 

they found that the first shock was not too unbearable. By using a 

sustained threat situation, it seemed reasonable to assume that all 

experimental subjects were affected to some degree. The criterion or 

effect was the post-experimental report.of the aub,iect. It is true 

we did not knO\/ the initial state of the subjects, but we can assume 

that they would be less anxious before being threatened than after. 

Instructions - control groun. The subjects were met indi-

vidually by appointment and were ushered into the semi-darkened 

experimental room. After they had seated themselves facing the 



movie screen, the following instructions for the training film were 

read by the experimenter: 

11 I am going to show you a movie about a. trip to Paris. While 
you are watching, I would like you to give your impressions 
about one of the characters in the film whom I will point out 
to you. He will be the man getting out or the taxi in the 
first scene. Don't describe what's eoing on in the movie; 
just tell me what you thin1c of the man. You can imagine your-
self' as being present in the- scenes with him, and then tldnk 
out loud what your impressions are about him .. what you think 
of him. The film is quite short so you will have to say 
your impressions as they come to you - without delay. You 
will b~ :i:-emindecl at various times during the film that you 
nre to give your impressions of the mnn in the movie by the 
sound of a chime from this box. Like this. (Experimenter 
demonstrates) Say anything you feel like saying about the 
mun, and the chi.~o will remind you to continue saying what-
ever ideas come to your m-tnd about him. Remember, don't 
describe what's going on; just so.y ·what you think oft.he man. 
Whatever impressions come to your mind ahout what kind of a 
person you think he is, just speak them out. SincG the pro-
jector in the other room malces quite a bit of noise, you will 
have to speak loudly so that I can hear you. 0 
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The projector and recorder were then started, and the timer, 

which had been set to begin a 20 second intery-al by the demonstration, 

was started with the first scene. After the training film had been 

shown the equipment was turned orr, and the instructions for the ex-

perimental film were read: 

"You aro now going to see another movie, and once aga:ln you will 
give a continuous running account of your impressions. This time, 
however, your· impressions will be about another man, whom you 
will recognize as the man entaring the room in the first scene. 
Say whatever comes to_your mind about thi~ ~an - no matter what 
it ·might be. Anything you feel like sayir;g about hi.ii you should 
say. Again the chime wlll remind you that you are to continue 
giving your immediate impressions about the man juat as they 
come to you. (Experimenter demonstrates) Remember you nre not 



describing i.1ha.t you see; rather, you are thirLlcing out loud what 
you think of the man - ho,w you feel about him•" 

The projection., recording, and timing equipment were started 

again and the exparimontnl film was presented to the subject. The 

inquiry procedure which followed the second film is described in a 

later section. 

Instructions - exnert.~~ntal group. The training procedure 

for the experimental subjects is the same as the controls. However,-. 

after the training film bad been presented, experimental subjects 

were introduced to a rather fearsome array or knobs., dials, and 

flashing lights when the experimenter removed the cover from the 

equipment and turned it on.. The following instructions were read 

by the experimenter in a cold; distant manner, 

"You are no~, going to see another movie, and once again you 
will give a continuous running a.ocount of your impressions .... 
This time, however, your impressions will be about another man 
whom you will recognize as the man entering the room in the 
first scene. Say whatever comes to your mind about this man -
no matter what it might be. Anything you reel like saying about 
him you should say. There is another change this time also; as 
you notice there is electronic., experimental equipment in the 
room. (Experimenter uncovers equipment and turns it on.) Your 
.body will be placed in circuit with this equipment when you 
place your fingers on the electrodes. At various times while 
you are watching the movie and giving your impressions of the 
main character in it, you will receive an electric shook. 
This shock will be quite intense and will probably requir~ that 
you withdraw your hand from the apparatus. I curmot tell you 
when you will be shocked; you can expect it at any time during 
the movie. Again the chimes will remind you that you are to 
continue giving your immediate impressions about the man just 
as they come to you. (Experimenter demonstrates) Remember 
you are not describing what you see; rather, you are thinking 
out loud what you think of the man - how you feel about him." 



The subject placed his fingers in the electrode board, 

the experimenter manipulated thia switches of' the eq_uipment, and then 

started th~ experimental film. The function of the experimenter in 

these procedures was to give the instructions, operate the equipment, 

and then be an unobtrusive coviewer of the films. It will be n.oted 

that the instructions to experi.~entnl subjects are the same as those 

to controls except that the threat instructions have been added in 

the middle section. The data of subjects from both groups was ex-

cluded when there was a technical· mishap in proj eating the· fj.J.ms or 

recording the observntions. 

inquiry nrocedure. The last part of the experiment, 

termed 11 inquiry", was aimed o.t collecting data about the importance 

to the subject of various scenes in the experimental film. All 

' subjects were nd..rtlnistered the 1tinquiry11 at the ond of the experi-

mental film. The overhead lights ~ere turned on, and the subject 

was seated at the table., The sixteen photographic reproductions 

of scenes from the second film were arranged on tho table from lert 

to right in the order or their appearance in the film (see Plates 2 

and 3). The followi.."lg instructions were then read: 

"I have here pictures from various scenes in the film you have 
just seen. I will place them on the table in tho order in which 
they appeared in the :film. I would like you to pick out the 
card which you believe contributed most to your impression of 
the main character in the film, and then the next most important 
one, and so on dol-m the line. As you pick out each card read 
me the let,ter on it. Do you understand. O. K. let's go. 11 

An int.erview with the sub,ject to remind him or the import-

ance of not discussing the e,q)eriment with others, to inquire about 

3.3 



his subjective experiences, to answer questions, and to dispel 

any .increased anxietyt brought the experimental session to a close •. 

THE DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 

The twenty subjects were equally divided into an experi-
-

mental and a control group. Within each group were five mnle and 

five female subjects. They were expoticd to three stimulus materials: 

a trai11ing film; n 11neutraln film; and an 11unfavorahle 11 film. The 

training film prcs~ntcd one main character in a series of social 

interactions. The "noutra111 and 11unfavora.ble11 films were sections 

comprising the experimental film. A different main char~cter also 

in a s~ries of social interactions wns presented in the experimen-

tal film. 

The two groups were treated differently in one esisential 

way in the OJ1.1'eriment: the mood of the control group was not alter-

ed, but during the second film the experimental group wus subjected 

to an experimentally induced throat of electric shock to produce a 

change in mood. With this design., all subjects gave their ongoing 

impressions of the person in the training film when their mood was 

u..,altered. During the experllnental film., however, control subjects 

(unaltered mood) gave their impressions of a person presented as 

"neutral" and as "unfavorable"; whilo the experimental subjects' 

impressions of the same per·son were given when they were in a "threat-

ened11 mood. Figure 1 diagrams this design. 
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Figure l 

Initial Mood Initial Mood 

Exper:lm.ental Film 

CONTROL Training 

GROUP Film 1111eutral11 "Unfavorable" 

Initial tfood Threatened Hood 

Experimental Film 

EXPERilfilNTAL Training 

GROUP Film 11Neutral11 "Unfavorable" 

DIAGRAM OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS 



CHAPTER III 

THE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND THE RESULTS 

THE MATURE OF THE DATA 

:£.!:.! 2£ analysis. The verbalizations recorded during 

the mcperinental sessions ware transcribed in order to provide 

typevrritten protocols for the analysis.1 In seeking a unit or 
analysis to provide psychologicnl data thnt best roi'locts the 

underlying affootive qu9.lity of' a social impression. we wero 

helped by tho work of Dollard and Mowrer (10). •rhcsa investi-

gators dealt with the p~oblem of measuring tension in i.vritten 

documents, The present study was concerned with measuring "like" 

rind 11dislika" in spoken impressions• The in·tor • judge agreemonts 

on the Discom.f'ort - Relief quotient obtnined by Dollard and Mowrer 

strongly suggested that their analysis units had psychological 

meanin~fulnoss. The unit moot applicable to the rnw material or 
the present study was roughly equivalent to what Dollnrd nnd 

Mowrer called a "oompl eta thought tmi t" • 1.'ho unit may bo com• 

prised of single words• independent cl.a uses., phrases or whole 

sentences. It may not be grarnnn-tically or logically correct, 

but it does express an idea or thought. Sinco our interest is 

in the affect· (like or dislike) conveyed in the thoue;h·t, rather 

than in the cognitive nspeot we hRve called the analysis unit 

l Sample protocols nay be found in Appendix A. 



an "affect unit 11 • The following uaff'eot units" have been drawn 

from the sample protocols in the app&ndix as illustrations: 

"I think most people soom to like him from this picture''• 
(Subject 12F) 

"Ho mir;ht be a business man", (Subject lS.,,t) 

0 seerns kind of messy". (Subject 12F) 

The !~affect units11 Viera marked off on the typewritten 

protocols By the experimenter, thus providing an equal number of 

units for each judgo to rate. Some minor, infrequent cha.ng;es 

in the uni ts oocured during the judging; procedure. T!hen hvo or 

more judges a~reed to a change. All judges rated tho same 1156 

units, The sa,-nple protocol (Appendix A) illustra-tes the use 

or slash marks (/)for designating the units, 

The time unit. Vnrie.tions in the saquenoe or the affl;lc-- - -
tive improssions could be examined by imposing o. time structure 

on the protoools. The transcribed typed pro·cocols were checked 

against the recordings tor accuracy in ·transcription, and at 

this time, 20 second time intervals were notod on the protocols. 

The recorded sound of the chime during the experiment provided 

the be.sis for the time unit. An asterisk ( *) desi:;na:t;ed the 

time unit in the protocols (Appendix A). There are 20 seconds 

preceding each asterisk. A series of dots before an asterisk 

denotes a time period during which no statements were made by 

the subject. 
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Each of the films presented the subject has a total of 

17 time periods. The "neutral" portion of the experimental ;:,;_1.!rt 

has 12 time periods,. and tho 11unfavorable11 portion 5 periods. 

For the purpose of' analysis, the ·brainir.g film -wa{; divided into 

the same time periods as tho experimental. Thus, the two films 

are equated in numbers or time periods in oaoh. For the oonven• 

ienoe of designating the film sections; the following are used: 2 
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I 1 first seobion of training film (12 time periods) 
I 2 second section of training film ( 5 time periods) 
It total training film (17 time periods) 
II1 "neutra.111 section of experimental film (12 tL"lle periods) 
II2 11unfavore.ble" sect.ion of e:x:perimentn.1 film ( 5 time periods) 
!It total experimental film (17 time periods) 

THE JUDGING PROCEDURE . 

1!!! rating scale. Each analysis unit was judged for 

affective quality on ono of two scales (depending on dominant 

tone). The positive (like), and the negative (dislike) scale 

each shared a mutual zero point representing minimal affective 

expression. The scales were desi&ned to make possible gross 

jud.i;ments on the presumption that ·t;ha usefulness of the me·thod 

must be established before finor scalar distinctions con be 

made. The zero point for the two ,ms placed in ·the mid-position 

and numerical values were assigned i'or later statistical analyses. 

The sea.le can be diagrammed as followss 

2 The scorin.6 forms (Appendix B) utilized early in the study do 
not agree entirely with this later developed notation, 



Positive 
(Like) 

2 

Mildly 
Positive 

1 

Uon-
Affoctive 

0 

Mildly 
Negative 

-1 

Hegative 
(Dislike) 

The, positive soalo had at its maximum point au.ch state-

ments as expressed pleaoure, enjoyment, satisfaction, relief, 

approval, h.gre-ement, etc. Statements at; the :ma.rim.um. point o;f' 
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the negative scale axpressod displeasure, dissatisfaction, tension, 

disapproval, criticism, disfavor, stress, disagreement. e.voidnnce, 

etc. The zero neutr61.l position for non•sffoctivo statements in-

cluded sta.tomonts that 'Vmre fa.ct1Jal and doscrip·l:;ive and expressed 

neither positive nor negative affect. Tho 11mildu points on 

ea.ch scnle were for such statements as ,,,ere sirnilRr to tho end 

point statements described nbovo, but ware of lesser ai':.f'eo·cive 

intonsity. 

Training; 2.£. judges. The ratinr;s of the subjects' verbal 

productions were made by two judges and the e.ui:;hor. One or the 

judges (MEIN) ,vo.s well acqunintod with the research, and all judges 

,had experience in qualit~tiv~ analyses of psychological test 

and intorviev, materials. Before the ratings were made, .the judi;es 

vrero made acquainted v.rith tho experimental procedure. Each 

took the subject's plnce in the experimental room and veiwod tho 

films. They·then listened to and read a sample protocol, 



discussing questions they had with the experimenter. The follow-

ing instructions were read by the judges and reviewed '\"d:th the 

experimenter prior to the judging: 

You will .be listening to a recording of. and reading a ·typed 
transcript of a subject's verbal impressions of one of the 
chara.oters in the !'ilmyou hn.vo just viewed• in much the same 
manner as the. sample protocol you have seen. While you are 
hearing and readint; the subjeott s statements. you will rate 
them as beini; either positive,. negative, or non-emotional 
(neither positive nor negativo) impressions. The process 
:rnP..y be thought of as an empathic one in vmich you place your-
self momentarily in the position of the speakor of the state• 
ment. You rray think what feeling (posi•bivo, negntive or none) 
you would be expr~ssini; if you were to se_y tho phrase. and · 
score it accordingly. Do not try to intorprot the statements; 
ra.ther, take them more e.t i'o.ce value. If it seems to you t_hat 
·bhe subject's impression statement is much more nee;ative than 
positive, scoro it wi'bh a minus sign ( .. ) in the space be-
tween the b;v1iowritten lines abovo the stnter.i.enb. If ib seems 
·to you to bo only slightly more nes;ative than positive, score 
it ;, the sirn for mildly negative. In sirailsr mo.nner, 
statements more positive than negative a.re rated + and ! 
in tho space above the statement. 

A stAtement m..rty describe as an 11thoug:ht unit" nnd may 
be a single word, a phrase, or a sentence. It ~Jl.Y not be 
grammatically or logically corroot, but it vdll express an 
idea and a reeling. Sla.sh nmrks ( / ) will delineate the 
statements to be soorod. lou are to rate the f aeling or 
affect quality of the ata.tcmant according ·to the following 
criteria: 

positive ( + ) or ''like" statements express s pleasure, 
enjoyment. satisfaction, relier, approval, agreement, etc. 

negative (•)or "dislike" statements expreos: dis• 
pleasure, dissatisfaction, tension, disapproval, criticism, 
disfavor, stress, disagreement, avoidance, eta. -

non-emotional . ( 0 ) stntemonts express neither positive 
nor nef;ative ir:1pression. These may be factual, deccripti ve,: 
explanatory statements reflectin~ neither like nor dislike. 

- mildly positive (!)and mildly negative (+)state• 
manta express s~milar feelings to those described under 
positive and negative above, but ere 0£ less intensity. You 
will get on idea or the range or intensity or statements in 
this e~periment from tho films and sample recordings presented 
enrlier. 



The judging procedure may be S\lffl!!l.!lrized e.s follows: 
A reoordinr~ of the subjects verbalizations in tho experi• 
mental situation ~~11 be played back while you follow alon~ 
"'ith the typewritten transcript of it. After hearing eaoh 
statoment, you will mark above the statsment .nth the 
appropriate symbol described previously, your rating or 
that statement. You will then go on to the next 1:me. No 
statements may be skipped; all must be scored. The plo.y• 
back of the reoordinr;s will be stopped at times during the 
procedure, so that you ~Ay hear tho recording before scor-
ing the ata.temont • For the most pa.rt, your ratinr:;a will 
be made as you read and hear the statement;sJ however, it 
may be helpful, at times, to re--phrase a stater,ient so that 
it will be more meaningful to you.; or you may find i"t 
neoesse.ry to read ahead somewhat in order to more fully 
understand an earlier sta:hement. The follot'ii.ng are e:x• 
amples of the stato.ments to be rntedi 

Positive: 
Didn't bo-ther him very much. 
He seems to be fairly good at arranging. 
He takes it; in his stride. 
Ro seems to be a pleasant conversationalist_. 
He seems very poli ta. ' 
Seems intelligent enough. 

Negative: 
Ile•s arguing. 
Ho's sloppy. 
Ile wasn't very careful. 
He doesn't notice his child. 
Very inconsiderate. 
Sa.ronstic., 

Non-emotional: 
Ha looks lik? n yoimg executive. 
He pulls out some papers F.tnd begins to work. 
The sooretnry comes i~. 
lie goes to the corner drug store. 
It must be 10 o'clock. 
I ·can't see him in that scene. 

During the judging, the jud~a listened to a play-be.ck 

of the recording made in the experimental session o.s he read its 

typewritten tI'anscript. He rated ca.ch delineated unit as he 

simulta.neo'-!sly read and heard it. The training film pro·toeol 

TlaS rnted before the experimentnl film protocol by enoh jud~e. 
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The plny•back of the recordings was stopped, parts repeated, and 

the simultaneous sound•sight presentation of the protocol adjusted 

so that each judge could haye optimal opportunity to judge ea.ch 

unit. One judge expressed his uncertainty about some or his 

rating;s by oocasionally giving two ratings to a unit. Since 

this oocured only 18 times in the 1156 rotings 1:iade, the first 

of the two ratings was used. Thora were no identifying· data on 

the protocols to reveal the experirn.e'ntal conditions under whioh 

tho recording of the second film was obtained. 

ag;rea-rnent among: judges, Since the comparison 

data in tho nnnlyses to follow a.re based on an averar;e or the 

three judgos ratings of the 11 n:f.'fecti ve uni t 11 in each of' the four 

f'ilm .section, i·b was essential to exmnine the agreement among 

the judges. 'fhe measure of ngreem.ent used was consistent wi·ch 

our major unit of' analysis·, i.e. it tested the ngrt:1ement among 

the three jud6es ratings which were averaged ·together 'to obtain 

a value for later analyses. To mea.suro agreement tho sum of' eaoh 

judg;es ratings of' the "nf'fect units'' of all subjects in ea.ch of' 

tho four film sootions was computad. 3 The Coeff'ioient of Con• 

cordance (W) was then used to test the degree of agreement among 

these summed ra-liings obtained from the three judges. Eo.oh of 

tho four w, s computed was then tr~.nsformed into an F in order to 

test its significance. The degrees of freedom for testing tho 

3 See Scoring Form 2, Appendix A, nnd te.ble of judi;es ratings,. 
Appendix B. 



significance were: n1: 18.33; n2: 36.66. Table II below in• 

dicates the obtained agreement among tho judges ratings in all 

four sections of the films was found to be significant at less 

thnn the 1 por cent level. The proba.bili t--y is less than one in 

a hundred that the agreement demonstrated by the judges in their 

rating of the "affect units 11 could have been due to ohanoe. 

From this analysis we WJ.Y infer that the nai'fec·l; uni tsn were re• 

liably rated by the judges, and th~t the avornges of the jud~es 

ratings used in tho later analysis is comprised of values which 

are only minimally divergent from each other• 

TABLE II 

COEF'FICIEL'iT OF CONCORDANCE (W) OF THREE JUDGES 
TOTAL RATINGS IU ALL FIU! SECTIOUS 

FILM Il FILM r2 FILM 1I1 FILr.{ II2 

w .905 .a3 .as .94 

F 18 9.76 14.6 · 31.3 

p < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01. 

The plan f' or the re!D.!linder of this chapter is first a 

discussion of the statistical method, then following the order 

of pri9sontnt:i.on in the int~oduction, analysis of. the data and 

the reaults obtained portinent to the following'propositions 

from the introduction: 
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Proposition I 

~he presence of a ohar.ged mood in tho perceiver influences 
the quanti-l;ative and qU!llitativo character of the af!'ootive 
aspect of his impressions about another parson. 

Changes in the af'fac·f;:tva a.spoot of a parson's impressions 
about o.nother person w'ill occur with marked oho.nges in the 
beh.a.•1ior of the person observed. 

Proposition III 

These oh<i.nges are· i:r..fluenced by a ohanr,e in tho mood of the 
perceivinr; person. 

STATISTICAL !.!£TROD 

In testing statistically dnta of the typo obtained in 

this study one must take into consideration th.o.t we have no 

knowledge 0£ the. population distribution of' the scores. We are 

f'aoed v~th the problem of ·whether to use o. method having no 

assumptions ooncerning tho shape ct: tho parent population,. or to 

use other known methods and possibly violat;e the assumptions of 

normality. Rather than make the assumption of normal distribu• 

tion,. -we . have chosen the i' ormor and havo usad non•po.ra..."lletric or 

distribution-free methods. The assumptions required by these 

teohniquos • that the monsurements are continuously distributed 

and independent • can be me.de. 

bh 

Of the non•parem~tric tes-t;s a.vaila.ble, this study uses 

'fiilcoxon' s "T" • ond the Mann-Whitney 11 U11 for testing the dif'feronoes 
. 

in independent groups. 1\ilcoxon' s matohdd pairs signod ranks 



tost is used to obtain the significance of the difference be• 

tween pairs of scores for the same subjocrbs. In accepting tho 

null hypothesis Vii.th this test, we would expect the sums of the 

ranks of the positive differences to be about equd to the sum 

of the ranks of' the negative dii'ferenoes. Ir the sum of the 

ranks for either ·the negnti ve or positive dif r arena es is ·too 

smallt the null hypothesis may be rejected. How Sl'!!!l.11 this sum 

must be to be signifiennt at a given level is found in tho 

appropriate t~blo (34, P• 433). 

For tes-tin~ our un.111a tched ~roups ( experimental and 

control) to judge \'lhether one group of' mensurc:m.ents tends to bo 

larger ·than the other, we _have employed tho Mnnn-Whi tney 11 U11 

test (25, S4).. In this test also the method is by ranking from 

·smallest to largest. Under the null hypothesis the sum of the 

ranks for the two {.!;roups would be roughly proportionate to their 

sa:mple sizes. The teat consists in determining; whether the sum 
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of the ranks of one group is too large or too small to have arisen 

by chanoe. Extended tables for this statistio (4) computed in 

the past year were utilized. 

E.PFECT OP CHANGE IN HOOD 

The offoot of a chanio of mood in the perceiver ~us 

a.ppro1;1.chod by formulating; an ox:tremely gross "Mean Affect Score", 

This soore (abbreviated lv\S) represents the corabined sum of the 



· ·t;hree judges' average rating of the nffecti ve quality of eaoh 

subject's impressions in each section of the two films divided 

by three tir.;es the total number of' affect uni ts in that section. 

For.its computation, the judges'+ and• ratinGs ~~re given 

numerical values (aeoorcling t.o ·!:;he scale on page 39) nnd then 

an algebraic sum of' the combined total ratings given by the 

three judges in co.ch tin:e period of the film section Vlas com-

puted. This sum, divided by three ti:ies the total number of 

responses given by the subject in that film section, was onlled 

the MAS, Six :Mean Af!'eot. Scores were computed for each subj cot• 

one for each or the film sections z Ip I 2, It, Ilp II2' I It• 

The sample Scoring l<'orm 2 in the Appendix illustrates the pro• 

cedure. l~igure 2 plots the Monn Affect Scores of all subjects 

groups on the four film subsections. The HAS has a. possible 

range in value from +2 to •2 but from Figure 2, it is clear that 

the obtained range was from about; +0.5 to about ... 1.e. 

-The traininP:; film as base line. Many or tho oomps.risons ------ --- .......... 
in the study use difference scores between the training film and 

other films nssumine; that the trnin:ln2; i'ilm served as an adequate 

base line of affect responsiveness for such comparison. Thi8 

assumption may be oheokod by testing tha null hypothesis tht1.t 

there is no difference in the Mean .A£fect Scores for ·bhe control 

and experimentol groups for the tra.ir..in6 film. Comparison of the 

two eroups-was made for the three sections of the training film 

using the Mann-Whitney 11un test. The rosulto (Ta.blo III) indicate 
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that. the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The 20 per cent 

levol of confidence means that the differences found between the 

two groups in the UiAS may be as large as they were less than 

once out of five times by ch~noe. The training film appenred 

to elicit; no significantly different response from the experi-

mentnl nnd control groups., end thua served a.a nn adaqv.a:t:e basis 

for la-ter comparisons. 

TABLE III 

11U11 TEST OF DIFFERE.'HCBS IH UiE.i.i'T AFFEC'r SCDRES BET\'.J"El!-:N 
CONTROL AUD EXPERIJflB11TAL GROUPS DUS..'O!G FIRST FART 

(I1), SECOI'!D PAHT (I2), AND TOT1U, (It) 'l'RAINillG FILM 

u 
p 

58 58 

To check whether the MAS 1 s compared could have come 

from. samples differeing widely in their~ range of soo, 'O, a 

variance test vre.s applied to the data. Since a condition of 

homoc;onei t-y of v9_rio.noe vms found to be prosont in all film soc• 

tions except 112• the variance figures nnd F tests are presented 

in one combined table (Tnble IV) for the reader's reference. 

The table indicates that the varie.bili i;y oi' sooros o.bout the 

Mean· Af'fect Soore is not significantly, different for the two 



groups, The comparisons ma.de between Mean Affect Scores in the 

experimental and control groups is based on similar ranges of 

soores. The exception found in Film II2 will be further analyzed 

in a later section. 

TABLE IV 

VARIANCES (s2) AND F TESTS OF HOMOGEUEITY BETWEEN 
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS FOR ALL FILM SECTIONS 

Il I2 It IIl II2 

COMTROL .43 1.24 .53 .48 .06 

EXPERD.IBMTAL 1.oa 1.ao 1.14 .675 .a2 
F 2.51 1.45 2.13 1.41 16.40 

p --- --- --- (.002 

IIt 

.40 

.64 

1.so 

---
Training "neutral'' ~• In designing the 
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experiment, -we had assumed that the first part of the training film 

(r1 ) and the "neutral" portion of the experimental £ilm are roughly 

equated in their content of presenting one person in a series or 

relatively neutral social actions. By establishing that the two 

film sections elicited similar afi'ecbive impressions, later com• 

parisons between the two groups to determine the effect or the 

induced-mood could be mnde. The control group was used to test 

the assumption of similarity between films, since no alteration 

in their mood wns induced during; the second film. ·wncoxon• s 

"T" tested vmether there was any significant difference in the 
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control groups MAS on film sections 11 and II1 • The obtained "T" 

was 13 which is clearly not significant nt the ~05 level or above. 

(Wilooxon•s tables have three significance levelu .os, .02 • 

• 01.) It would appear from this analysis that training film 

(I1 ) and ••neutral" film It1 have sufficient similarity in content 

to serve e.s a basis £or later comparisons. 

The mood,.;induein~ situation. The criterion for the - -----
effectiveness or the mood•induoing procedure \'lM the post• 

experimental report of the subject. The closin.~ interview which 

ended the experimental session served in part; to inquire into ·the 

subject's experiencing of the session. From the subjects behavior 

during the mood-inducing section of the experimont, and from the 

closing interview, it seemed apparent that in varying degrees 

the subjects were ma.de apprehensive, tense, and anxious by the 

·threat of shook. Thay were often hesitant in placing their 

fingers in the electrodes. and appeared uneasy and tenoe. One 

subject requested not to continue the experiment and ;oro.s, of course, 

permitted to leave. Although it ms not possible for tho subject 

to be shocked, sinoe the stimulator switch wa.s off, some subjects 

reported having felt shock. This ranged from having felt a 

"slight shook" at one place, to feeling 11 sevore11 shocks at 

specific times during the film. For example, one subject reported, 

"I noticed a shock every so often. I harl to lift hand once. 

When ho was !3-rguing with his wife, and when he argued with the 

boss I got a severe shock. There a little shock when he was 



signing the paper a·t:" the first. n Another subject roport;ed feeling 

quite "frightened and tense" and added, "I had lTllr mind on getting 

shocked. I felt no intense shock, but a constant shock that 

built up towards the last~" A atntement representative of those 

·reeling no shock but experiencing tension was given by subject 28: 

ttr have no great liking to be shocked •• • then I thought I• d forget 

about it, bub I vias feeling pretty tense. I suppose you were 

tr;ying to mnke me feel tense." From these subjective reports and 

from theit' behavior during the mood-inducing procedure we oan 

reasonably assuma that the throat of shock was in some degree an 

anxie·ty arousing experience which al tared the interoc epti ve and 

pro'pri_oeeptive state and produced a oharige of mood in the subjects. 

Subjoots• mood and the qu~litv or the impressions. A - - - ______ ._ ________ _ 
test of the proposition that a change in mood influenoos the af'f'eo• 

tivo quality of the subjec:rb's impressions vm.s rrade by comparing 

the Mean Affe~t Scores on the equated first sections (Ii and II1) 

of each film for control and experimental subjects. The MAS for 

the total films were not used in this comparison, sinoe the re• 

sults would likely be contaminated by the effect of the 11unfavorable11 

section of the second f'ilm. 1'/e havo alrendy demonstrnted (page 49) 

that the control group sho,.,s no signifioa.nt dit'f'erences in MAS in 

films r1 and II1• If the proposition stated above is correct, 

then the experimental group, under threat of shock during the 

second film, should show a change in MAS. The table below indicates 

no signiricant difference between Meo.n Affeot Scores on films I 1 
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and II1 for the experimental group. Even when the MAS oi' the 

total training film (It) was used as a broader base line for com-

parison; no differences were seen. A further test of the propo• 

sition was made by comparing the two groups of subjects as to their 

ii!lean A!'fect Scores on Film II1• Here again we would expect that 

the induoed mood~~uld affect the score; but again no significant 

difference was found. The "U" score in ·bhe table indicates that 

no significant difference existed between the experimental and 

control groups, i.e. they were alike in showing no difference in 

Mean Affect Score in the first section of the two films• 

"T" 
P* 

"U" (o vs. 

p** 

TABLE V 

11 T11 AUD nutt TES'l'S OF DIFFERENCES IN MEAN 
AFFECT SCORES BETWEEN CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL 

GROUPS rn F".l:L'!,t SECT.IONS I 1 AUD IIl 

CONT. EXP. COMT. EXP. 
I 1-II1 I 1•II1 It•II1 It•II1 

13 23 1.2 21 

--- --- ---
E} 51.5 54 

--- ---
* In all tables p vnlues for significnnoo at .05 level or botow 
** In all tables P values for significance at .20 lovel or below 



SUllli11arizing the results in Table V: The experimental 

and control groups do not distinsuish themselves on o.xperimental 
. ...,: ;._ 

film II1; nor does either group demonstrate a significantly differ• 

ent Mean Affect Score on II1• as compared with their scores on 

the training film (I1 and It)• These results do not indicste that 

there was a change in the af feoti vo quo.li ty of impressions 

assoai~ted wl-th the experimentally induood chang;o of' mood as 

measured by the scores and ro.tin6s used in this study. 

Subjects r . mood and the vn.riabili ty of the _a._r_r_e_at_i_v_e_· - ------....1----
reactions. In figures 3 and 4 are plotted ·the gross affective 

reactions of' all subjec'bs for training film 11 and experimental 

film n 1• The points plotted represent the ·l;hree major divisions 

of the rating scale: positive (like); negative (dislike), nnd 

0 (non-affective). The signs of the values computed in the Period 

Average (Scoring Form 2. Appendix A) constituted tho data plotted 

in the graphs. The Period Averag~ was obtained by divlding the 

Total Rating of the three judges by three times tho number or 
responses in each time period. In this way the graphs portray 

the course at' the subjaot•s affeotive reaction over the twelve 

time periods in ea.ch of -the film soctions. The dotted lines in 

the graph represent time periods during which no statements were 

ma.de by the subject. 

Analysis of the individual graphs ref'le cts two typos 

of' af'feotive reaction: dominant and variable• The criteria. for 

dominance employed in the analysis 'Was that four or loss of' the 
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affective reactions were in the oppo'si ta direction of the major 

trend. Thus, a dominant affective reaction had most of its 
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twelve period reactions of the same (positive or negative) quality. 

A variable affective reaction, on ·tne other hand, showed more 

equality of positive and negative reactions with no major trend 

established. By applying•this criteria to tha data the £ollol-dng 

results were obtained: 

EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 

CONTROL 
GROUP 

'l1ABLE VI 

OCCURRE:MCE OF OOIH}IAMT .AND VARIABLE 
AFFECTIVE REACTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL 

A.'l'ID COUTROL GROUPS ON FILMS I 1 AND II2 

TRAINING FILM I1 EXPERIMEU'l'AL FILM IJ'.1 

DOJHWl\.NT VARIABLE DOMINANT VARIABLE 

8 2 4 6 

7 3 8 2 

The above table of results sugg~sted that a shirt in 

~.ff'13ctivc:, reaction occured in the experimontnl group during the 

second film, while the control group remained relatively unchanged. 

· We might infer from the dif'f'erenoe in experimental treatment of 

the two groups, that the shift toward more variable reactions in 

the experimental group was a !'unction of the induced mood e::x:peri~ 

enced by thnt group durin~ the second film. It is possible that 

the threa:t; oi' shock inoreased the subject• s unoerhinty of his 

affective impression. 
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To test this last oontioned possibili~y a more thorough 

statistio4l a~lysis was applied to the data. Again the Period 

Average constittrl:;ed the data, but its numerical value was also 

used in the analysis! The variance of these Period Averages -was 

computed for films 11 and 111 £or each subject. The difference 

between the variance in 11 and 111 for each subject was them com• 

puted; and these variance differences ~'ere _tested for significance. 

If the possibility suggested by our gross analysis of tho graphs 

holds true. then:we would expect that the experimental group 

would show a signif'ioo.nt change toward increased variability, 

while the control group would not. Table VII indicates that 

the results substa.ntia. te the expectation: Wilcoxon• s 0T" 'W'd.S 

significant at the .os loval for the experimental group. and 

not significant for the controls. Since the directl.on or in• 

creased variability for the group under threat could be predicted_ 

a one-tniled "U" test could be used. The 11 U" test comparing: the 

two groups is significant at slightly above the &10 levol, 

suggesting tlmt tha groups tend to differentinto themselves in 

the change of variance thrrt. occurs between the two films. 

TABLE VII 

"T11 AHD 0 utt TEST OF DIFFEREWCE IH VARIANCE BETWEEN FILMS 
I 1 AND Ill FOR EXPERIMEN'fAL AMD CONTROL GROUPS 

T 

p 

U (C vs. E) 

p 

EXPERIMENT.AL 

8 

.06 

65 

>.10 

COHTROL 

20 

-



Subjecrt produotivity .£!. impressions. To 

determine if' the induced mood had any ef.fec·c on the subjects• 

ability to verbalize their ni'fective impressions, an analysis of 

the nmnber of "a.£:f'ect units" was conducted. Tnble V!II givea the 

sie;~i.fieance or the difference be·tween tho experimental and con-

trol groups for the training i'ilm, ond for clunge between the 

training film o.nd the experimental film. These differences were 

not found t~ be significant even at the 20% level. However, a 

Qhange approaching significance was found to occur between the 
. . 

two films for the experimental group. This change was in tho 

direction of increased productivity during the mood-inducing 

period of the experimental film, In Table IX a. complete lis·ting 

of the number of uni ts of response £or all · film sections and for 

all subjects is given. Thore is· a tendency indica:ted in this 

table that the numbor of response-units for female subjects in 

both groups vm.s below the male response in all sections of the 

films. 

TABLE VIII 

11T11 AND "U11 TEST OF DIFFERENCE IN NUM.BFR OF AFFECT UNITS 
FOR EXPERIHENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS IN EACli TO'.rAL FILM 

T 

p 

U (C vs. E) 

p 

* approaches .06 level 

EXP. 

9.5 

.os* 

It-lit 

COlIT. 

14.5 

---
61 66 

--- ---
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TABLE IX 

TCYI'J\.L lM1BER OF AFFECT UNITS FOR ALL SUBJECT 
GROUPS IN ALL FilM SECTIONS 

FII.M I FII.M II 
SUBJECTS I1 I2 It II1 II2 IIt 

ControJ, 

Male 

number 128 71 199 126 69 195 

avg. 25.6 14.2 39,8 25.2 13.8 39 

Female 

number 67 33 100 68 67 135 

avg. 13.4 6.6 20 l.3.6 1.3.4 27 

Total 

number 195 104 299 194 136 330 

avg. 19.5 10.4 29.9 19.4 1.3.6 33.0 

Experimental 

Male 

Number 100 39 139 125 59 184 

Avg. 20 7.8 27.8 25 11.8 .36.8 

Female 

number 66 23 89 72 1,,3 115 

avg. 13.2 4.6 17.8 12.4 s.6 23 

Total 

number 166 62 228 197 102 299 

avg. 16.6 6.2 22.8 19.7 10.2 29.9 



EFFECT OF CHANGE IN FILM CONTENT 

Two statement~ from the introductory chapter were in-

vestigatod by the analysis pt'esented in this sec-t:;iona 

Cha.ng:es-.,in the affective aspect of a person• s impressions 
about another person will occur with marked chn.nges in the 
behavio~ of the person observed. 

These changes are ini'luonced by a ohnn~e in the mood of the 
perceiving person. 

Film content and the quality of the impressions. The - -------------------
effect of a change in film content on the affective impressions 

of the subjects was determined by analyzing the Mean Af f'ect Scores 

for the 0untnvorable't section of the film (II2). The oh!lttge of' 

content in this film section, is a ohnnge in the behavior of the 

:main character. lie is porlrayecl in an unfavorable sequence of 
. 

social actions. If the first proposition to be tested holds; 

then a significant shirt will ooour in the subjects• impressions 

about the m.<1in oharaotar when ho is presented as "unfavorable". 

Tho first indication that this proposH::1.on might be 

substantiated was when a comparison of tho two total films was 

:mnde, It v,i.11 be_ recalled that no significant diff'eren.oe in 

affective impression bet-nean the groups could be obtained in their 

response to films I1 and II1• How8"er, a significant difference 

between Mean Affect Scores on films It ruid IIt was found for the 

control group. The, oxpsrimenta1· group showed no statistically 
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sir,ni!'ionnt difference in the same oompqrison; until tho tiA.S of 

Subject 15• who reversed the direction taken by all other subjeots. 

was excluded~ The remaining members of tha oxparimontnl group 

then also demonstra:hed a significant ohift in ll.AS. The direction 

of this shift was toward increased negative impressions in film 

!It for both groups. Since ·t;here was no such. shift whan only the 

nneutral0 portion (II1) waa oompe.red, the results indicated that 

the influence of the "unfavorable" section (II2) contributed to 

the shirt. Table X summarizes thesa results. 

T 

p 

u 
p 

* 

(C vs. 

TABLE X 

"T'' Ah1D '1U0 TESTS OF DIFFERENCES IN MAS BE'f'l.'EEN 
FILMS Il --Ill AND It •IIt FOR EXPI!.'Rlil~ENTAL 

AND CONTROL GROUPS 

EX.PERIMEN TAL CONTROL 

ll ... nl It •IIt 

23 3 

--- .02* ---
E) 65 

--- ---
excluding Subject 15 

Tho results from Table X indicated that the "u.nravorable" 

section of the second film my have influenced the subjects• 

impressions. This indication wes tested more rigorously; first, 



by examining whether tharo '\'l!l.S n significant sltlft in af'f'oative 

quP-.lity in the subjects' impressions of the ''neutral" and 

"uni'~vorablott sections; nnd:, secondly• whether a. shift occurad 

in the two sections of the training film• T~bla XI reflects that 

a significant change oocurred in both groups during ·the ''un• 

favor.able" portrayal; and that such a change did not' oocur in the 

training film, 

TABLE XI 

nTn AMD nun TESTS OF DIFFERENCES IN MAS BETWEEN 
SECTIONS OF TRAINING AND EXPERIMENTAL li'ILMS 

FOR EXPERirEENTAL ANO CO~TROL GROUPS 

EXPERmENTAL CONTROL 

64 

Il-12 II1•II2 (I1-l )• 
(II1•II2) 

I1'"'I2 II1-II2 (I1-I )-
(II1•I,2) 

T 23 0 2 19 l 3 

p --- '( ,01 < .01 --- <,01 .oi 
U(Cvs,E) 70 56 55,5 

p ,20 --- ---· 
The above table also yields results pertinent to our 

last proposition wdoh states that the changes oocuring in im• 

pressions, ns a result of' changes in the behavior of ·tho person 

observed, are influenced by the mood of the perceiving person. 

The analysis answers the question: Does the shift in film con• 

tent affect Moan Affect Scores more in· one group than in the other? 
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A comparison or the shift between 111 and u 2 for eaoh-of the groups 

indi~tos no significant differenoe. Like,Vise, the shift in 

II1•II2 as compared ~.rith 11-12 is not greater for on~ group than 

for the other, lt would appear that the groups do not distinguish 

themselves in their shift toward increased negntive impressions 

in the "unravo:ro.ble11 film, i,e. they shift equally in the same 

direction when the film content was changed, 

!!!! content variabili;tz 2£ impressions, Inspection 

of Table IV, page 49 reveals homogenei t-y of variance between tha 

groups in all film sections except II2, the ttunravora.ble" section~ 

In this section, the F test indicates signifioant differences be-

tween the obtained group vnriances (F was 16.40 and P <,002). 

Table IV also ~uggests that this.difference WAY be due to the de-

creased vario.bili t:\,~ or the control group during the "un£a.vorablet1 

film sequence. To statistically explore this suggestion, the 

"t" test for correlated variances was employed 'to determine if 

either group changes significantly in va.riabili ty from the 

"neutral n ( u 1 ) to the "unf'avorable'' (II2) film. The results ob• 

tained (Table XII) point out fuat the control group significantly 

decreased its variability - were more ,unanimous - in thei:r 

negative affective impressions a.bout the 11 unf'a.vorable" main 

character. The experimental group showed no chnnge in the 

va.riabili ty of their impressions with the "unfavorable" portrayal. 



TABLE XII 

"t" TEST OF THE DIFFERENCES IN VARIANCE 
BETWEE?l FILMS II1 AND II2 FDR EXPERU!ENTAL 

AND CONTROL GROUPS 

''t" 
p 

EXPERHUlliTAL 

.475 

CONTROL 

3.94 

<.oos 

ANALYSIS OF THE INQUIRY DATA 

Additional information about tha importance to the sub-

jec·b of various scenes in the experi:rnental film was gathered in 

the inquiry procedure. The data for an.alysis provided by this 

procedure were the ranks assigned by the subjects to the sixteen 

photographic reproductions of scenes from the second film (Plates 

4, 5, and 6). Tho ran.lcings of' the scenes were in terms of the 

importance of their contribution to the subject's impression of 

the :main oha.racter in the film. Through an analysis of this data 

we investigated: (l)whether any agreement existed among the 

subjects in their rankings; (2) whether the experimental and con-

trol group differed significantly in their assigned rankings; 

(3) whether any relationship existed between the ranks and the 

Mean Affect Scores. 

The Coefficient or Conoordanoo (W) was employed to test 

agreement, and was found to be significant in each group (Table 

XIII). Since there was signifio4nt concordance, we could make 
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the best estimate or the "true ranking" on the basis of the sum 

of the ranks for ea.ch scene. The 11true ra.nkings11 for each group 

was then compared by the Rank Order Correlntion to test if the 

groups differed in their rankings. The results in Table XIII in-

dicate that the groups did not differ in this respect~ 

TABLE XIII 

"W'' AND RHO Vi1.LUE:S OF EXPERDEENTAL .A.ND 
co:NTROL GROUPS FOR RANKINGS OF INqUIRY SCENES 

p Rho 

EXPERIMENTAL .17 

p 

.16 ---

CONTROL 

In the estimate or the "true rankings" a. tend.ency was 

noted for the scenes from the "unfavorable" film' to be ranked 

as more imporbant by the subjects in both groups. To test 

• whether a:ny relationship existed between the sums of ·!;ha ro.nkings 

of the 11 unfavorable11 scenes and the Mean Affect Scores on film 

II, the Rho was again used. As Table XIV illustra·tes, .vhen the 

data f_rom all subjects were pooled together to test this 

possible relationship, the obtained Rho was significant. The 

same test was made £or each of tho groups. The results indicate 

that the more negative Mean Affect Scorers in the experimental 
. 

group were more likely to rank the unfavorable scenes as important. 



This relationship did not appear significant for the control 

group:- The results, ot this analysis, summarized in Tnble 

XIV, indicate that subjects who responded '!"i th more negative 

a..ffective impressions while under threat of shock were more 

-likely to consider the "unfavorablen portrayal of the main 

character as contributing most to their impression about the 

man. 

Rho 

p 

TABLE XIV 

RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MEAN 
AFFECT SCORES ON FILM ll AUD THE SUM OF 1.rHE 

RANKS Or~ 'l'HE U?Jli'AVORA.BLE SCENES 

EXPERnlEHTJ\L 
GROUP 

.02 

CONTROL 
GROUP 

.47 

---

BOTH 
GROUPS 

.47 

.02 • .10 

68 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSIOl'l OF THE RESULTS 

Th'E METHOD OF INVESTIGATIOli 

The ~irst part of this study is concerned ,.rith a method for 

studying the .factors associated with an individual's formation of im-

pressions of another person. This method, in our opinion, closely 

approximates the real-life situation. The pilot explorations, the 

refinements leading to the final methodology, and the experience 

gained in the exporimental situation ue believe to be applicable to 

investigation of a broad range of problems in the area of inter-

personal relations. 

J).deguacv af .th.! stimulus material. A major problom in the 

.study of social impressions is tho selection of adequate stimulua 

material. Adequacy may be thought of in many term.a. In this study 

we were particularly concerned with the following characteristics: 

The "social reality" of the stimulus materlal; its capacity for 

eliciting reactions associateawith the formation of impressions 

from the subject; and the reproducability or the stimulus material. 

When the data sought is the subject's impression of a person, 

then it would follow that an adequate stimulus should present as 

close an approximation to a person as is experimentally feasible and 

yet attain a "standard situation". The st,imulus-person may be a 

hypotheticu:t. person described by a list or trait na,_TJ1es (2, 24); or 



he may be a photograph (28); or a series of photographed actions as 

in a motion picture (11, 1.3, 21).. All or these are substitutes for 

the real person whose behavior.is not easily 9ontrolled in the ex-

perimental laboratory. Ji.lthough investigators are not required to 
-

reproduce real•life situations in their laboratories, they have been 

criticized for deviating too wide~y from real-life. Such criticism 

was aimed at Asch• a work by Luchins (19) .• 

The studies of Hersh.~owitz (13) and Gollin (11) followed 

the lines of Luchins• critique in utilizing a method more clos~ly 

related to the everJday situation in which impressions are formed. 
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The same criticism of wide deviation from the live situation applies 

also to photographs. If judgments or impressions or personality are 

being investigated, then th~ stimulus should provide sufficient in-

formation· f'or the judgment to be m..~de. A list of trait-names or a 

photograph of an otherwise unknown person provide few clues about the 

person being judged. The conclusions "1hich are drawn from experiments 

in.forming impressions must take into account the nature of the stim-

ulus material employed. A person may give his irapression about some-

one he does not know, but he is likely to qualify his statement with: 

11 I've only s~en a. picture of him". Conclusions about impression for-

mation in research should, therefor<'~, also b~ qualified by phrases 

which describe tho method; e.g. "From what the subject has seen or 

heard •• etc. 11 

The motion picture or people in social interaction has been 

experimentally found to provide a relatively adequate representation 
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of human behavior for making social judgments or forming impressions 

(11, 13, 21). It is, of course, only a representation and as such 

cannot provide the affectivA involvement or, or behavioral inter-

action with, the subject as does the everyday situation in ~-rhich 

impressions are formed. The subjects aro observors and not par-

ticipants in the social action presented in the movie. There are 

advantages in the motion picture as stimulus material in the con-

trol that can be exercised in its content, and in its presentution. 

The content of the film can be planned by the exporimcnter, nnd 

each subject is assured of seeing the same Material. 

Problems gf ~. The data collected in research in 

impression formation have been the written impressions of the sub-

jects {2, 11, 13), check lists of trait-names (2, 24}, and rat~ 

scales {28). The .authors have dral-m conclusions about the process 

of the formation of impref!sions or judgments of personality from 

such data. These three methods for obtnining data mo.y !'efiect other 

relevant factors besides the process of impression formation. A 

written sUlllT!l..ary following the stimulus presentation, for example, 

may demonstrate th~ sub,iect's ability to organize his impressions 

about the ntilllulus nm.terie.l. In GoJJ.in's study the subject's final 

summary impression requires that he organize the two divergent themes 

presented in the motion picture he had viewed~ 1lsch' s instructions 

asked for a pe~sonality description of a hypothetical person existing 

only in a list of trait-names. The subjects' task was to Ill..akc a 

meaningful, organized description !'rom the list. There is a certain 



amount or organization to be expected in data collected in this 

manner, which might be taJcen into consideration when drawing infer-

ences from it. The check-list method limits the subjects' response 
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in a real sense to a choice between impr~ssions which the experi.tnenter 

has selected as appropriate to the stimulus. The obtained agreement 

and divergencir may renect only the extent of parallelism between 

subject and experimenter and not between the impression and the 

stimulus material. There are limitations also in rating scales 

asking £or ratings along a specified continuum in their narrow scope 

and preorganizing of choices.· 

The present study employs a method of collecting data that 

permits freier, more spontaneous verbal exprosa:ton. It we.s our opinion 

(concurred with by vfnite (36)), that this way or reacting is more 

likely to yield a valid index to the subject's ~mprMsions, n.nd is 

less determined by what he thinks the experimenter wants to hear. 

The recordings made of the subjects• verbalizations in this study 

attest to the feet that such limitations as may be imposed by the re-

quirements of logic, order, sentence structure, end punctuation in 

the written summary a.re minimized by the technique employed. The in-

correct gra..'ll.'llatical usages, the disconnectedness of some of the thoughts 

expressed, the lack of orderly thought sequences heard in the record-

ings seems to reflect the freedom of expression perr.1itted the subject 

in the experiment. The typewritten transcriptions of the recordings 

required for the judges ratings imposed a structure of punctuation on 

the subjects• spontaneous verbalizations, but it is important to note 

that the playback of tho recordings prest'lrved the spontaneity or the 
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original productions. 

The attitude .Q.f the subject !Q .:ths! ~. The subject's 

set toward the task required of him is of i.'llportance in focu_sing his 

reoponse to the films. Since our interest was in the affective qual-

ity of a subject's impressions; we especially wented to know how the 

subject felt about the person in the movie. The relatively high 

nu.~ber of non-affective, descriptive responses in the pilot studies 

reflected the lack of focus of the instructions and the inadequate 

sot provided by th~ training film. It became necessary to devise a 

method in this study to maximize the number of af"fcctive statements 

made by the subject. By altering the instructions to the form found 

in Chapter II, and by using a training film more analogous in content 

to the experimental f'ilm, non-a.ffective statements were rHted by 

the three judges only l.'39 ti:1es out of the total 3468 ratings. 

The e.nalzsis Y.!!.tl ~~judging method. A meaningful 

unit of analysis in this study must provide a basis for reflecting 

the affective reactions or the sub,jects, the che.nges resulting from 

experimentally induced stress, and the inn~r attitudes and perceptions 

of the subject about the ongoing social action. The experience with 

content analysis (5), value analysis (36), and discomfort-relief 

analysis of Dolle.rd and Mowrer (10) suggested an empiricnl approach 

to the analysis of the more than 1000 statcmonts of our aubj ects t,hrough 

the use of an "affect unit". It was believed i'r.lport,ont that the 

analysis should yield statistically verifiable data without losing 

the richness and meaningfulness of the original do.ta. There is 
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inherent in statistical procedures a cert~in amount or loss of data 

in arriving at generalizations about the data, but it was felt this 

loss was kept to a minimum in this study by the choice of the unit 

for analysis, and by the judging procedure employed. Its reliability 

as a unit of analysis is reflected in the judges agreement. The 

coefficient of concordance (H) for each of the four film sections 

was: .90; .8.3; .88; and .94 all significant at less than the .01 

percent level. We may infer .from the high degree of agreement among 

the judges that the material they rated, the "affect un:i.ts 11 , was 

meaningful and scorable. 

It was felt that the specific plan for the training of the 

judges and for the judging procadure significantly contributed to the 

level of agreement between judges, although this was not put to a 

statistical test. For example, the meaningfulness of the units rated 

was increased by preliminary training given th" judges. Dy viewing 

the films and becoming acquainted with the experimental procedure, 

the units could, be rated in tho context of the stimulus and the con-

dit,ions under which the units were obtained. The fact that the units 

to be rated were presented in the same sequence in which they woro 

obtained provided a reference point for the Judge. His ratings were 

not "in vacuo11 but were related to the appropriate context. 

As has been previously pointed out, providing the judges 

with a play-oc.ck of the recordi~gs as he read the typewritten tran-

script made recognition of the intangibles in the dnta possible. 

The first pilot study indicated agreement among tho judges but the 



question often arose as to how a statement was actually said by the 

subject. This seemed to be especially important in judging 11like-

dislike11 as the judges 1.1ero required to do. By means o.f' the play-

back procedure such 110111.anguage factors as tone of voice, emphasis, 

rate of present,1tion, hesitations, tempo, inflection, etc. bMa."!le 

available to the judges o.nd contributed to their ratings. 

The judges were also provided with a clear formulation of 

what they were to do. Of tho mnny variables thut could be analyzed 

in the data, the judge had to know specifically what variables were 

being investigated, and what the criteria of the ratings were~ The 

instructions and training period were designed with this in mind., 

By discussing with the judges the affective dimension of ."like-

dislike11, and tho criti,ria of tho rating scales and by going over 

a sample protocol it is believed the judges' ability to rate reliably 

the affective quality of a sub,ject•s i.L,pressions was improved. 
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SURVEY OF TID<! RESUT...,TS 

The purpose or the first part of the experiment con-

ducted in this research was to investigate whether the thesis that 

mood influences perception holds true in social perception in 

vfhich a person in social action is the object perceived. The 

method described earlier permitted investigation of this thesis 

under experimentally controlled conditions. We could assume 

from our experimental subjects•.reports that the mood•induoing 

procedure was effective in producing a ch~nge in mood. By oom• 

paring the affective nspeot of the spoken impressions of the ex-

perimental group with those of the control group some indicc.tions 

about the effect of mood on social perception were gained. 

No significant difference bet;1een the two groups• re• 

sponse to the same film -was found, even though dut'ing this 

film the experimental group was subjected to a threat of shook. 

The experimontal g:roup itself demonstrated no difference in 

their response to the equated portions of the two films. 

although their prevailing mood during each or the films was 

different. The equality of the two film sections was assured 

by the lack or significant difference in the control groups re• 

sponso to the films. The training film and its subparts (I1 

and 12) was found to bf an adequate basis for comparison, since 

the experimental and control groups demonstrated no significant 

differences in their impressions about; the films. From this 

analysis• we m.."ly infet that the induced-mood did not alter 
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significantly the affective aspeots of the experimental subjects' 

reactions as measured by tho difference between the control and 

experimen-tal groups Mean Af'f'eot Scores. The rating scale, the 

derived indices,. and the experimental setting used in this study 

did not support the .thesis that mood influences social perception. 

Although this is contrary to other research findings, the results 

of the present study point up this difference. Other significant 

effects might be masked by the method uaod in this study, though 

no positive evidence for this was obtained. 

l.food did not nppea.r to influence the affective nspeot 

of social impressions, but further e.nalysis of the data. suggested 

other aspects that were influenced. T-Yo types of affective re• 

actions~ dominant and variable, ware reflected in the graphs 

plotting the course of the ongoing reactions in the first section 

of both films. There appeared a decrease in the dominant, and 

corresponding increase in the variable type when experimental 

subjects were under threat of shock. Further analysis of the 

change in variance between I 1 and II1 corroborated the possibility 

that subjects become more variable, or uncertain, when in nn 

anxious mood. 

A oha.nge in verbal productivity- also appenred to 

accompany the induced-mood. Threatened subjects were found to 

significantly increase their response during the induced threat 

period. A similar change did not occur in the control group re• 

sponse. The results indionte that an anxious mood did not alter 

subjects ai'feotive impressions, though it did appear to mnke them 
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more talkative and more uncertain about; their impressions. 

A major change in behavior on the part of the film 

ohare.oter contributed significantly to a change in the subjects 

affective impressions of him regardless or the mood of the sub-

jeot. The results sug;gest that the film content had greater 

"demand value" than did the subjects psychological stai:e., 

Although both experimental and control groups significantly 

altered their impressions during the 11unfavorable11 f'ilm sequence• 

the controls did so more eonsiotently, w-l th less unoortai. nty than 

did the subjoots in an anxious mood. The conclusions drawn 

should be tempered by the factor of the location of the un-

£avor-able film in the series of film presentations. Primacy 

and recency of presentation, as well as the possible f~ctor or 
.::-:• 

fatigue may have contributed to the results. However, the order 

of presentation could not be altered since the "unfavorable" 

film when presented first, had been found to strongly influence 

the subject's attitude townrd the "neubri.-.111 film {13). 

Agreement in tho rankings of importance attributed to 

the film scenes was found in the analysis of the inquiry data. 

The Coefficient of Concordance testing the degree of agreement 

was found to be small (though significant) when agreement for 

all 16 soenes was tested. The Rank Order Correlation reflected 

no difi'erenge between the experimental and control group's 
, 

rankings of the scenes. However, the groups aid differentiate 

themselves in terms of the relationship between the raDldng of 



of the "unfavorable" sconos and the Menn Affect Score. The 

results for the experimental subjects indicated that the more 

negative the Mean Affect Score,. the more likely the subject was 

to select an 11u.nfavorable11 scene as important t;o his impression 

of the film character. This relationship did not exist to any 

significant degree with the control subjects. 
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luiPLICA'l'IOHS O!t' TifE Hf~ULTS 

Our survey of the results has indicated that the results 

obtained in this study are not in accord with those of other investi-

gators. The di.fi'iculty in comparing these results with those of 

others lies in the fact that there is not sufficient agreement among 

investigators as to the basic definition of an ilnpression. If all 

the studies are investigations of forming impressions or judgments 

of personality; then the different methods employed in obtaining and 

anal~ing the data may reflect different definitions oi' the terms 

n impression" and 11 judgment" • As has been pointed out in our discus-

sion of methods of investigation, the conclusions drawn from the 

studies are very much related to the methods employed. For example, 

if the investigator wanted to demonstrate that needs operate, then 

by employing a more ambiguous stinulus, the projection of such needs 

would be facilitated. Likewise, if the investigator is interested 

in the Gestalt, organized character of impressions, then his method 

would be so devised as to give him information about this aspeci:; of 

impressions. However, both of these methods confound the informa-

tion about impressions of other people• We cannot have a subject 

give his impressions about an ambiguous stimulus and then infer 

from this that his projections are thought of as attributes of the 

stimulus in the same v;ay as if he perceived a more structured stim-

ulus. If the investigator is interested in the process of impression 

formation, then his method should allovr him to investigate the on-

going course of sequence of the impr:~s;_:'. ~1n process, and his conclusions 



should not be drawn from sum.~ary impressions. From a rather gross 

analysis ot the sequence of affective reactions, our results have 

suggested that immediate reactions or "temporary impressions" mny 
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be quite ve.riable, and unorganized during the process of their 

formation. In a study better designed to bring; out such information, 

the suggestion offered by our analysis that there may be p11tterns 

in the sequence of impressi.ons could be f'ur·ther investigated. 

The present study has been interested in two major aspects 

of the totality of a perception or another person. We have investi-

gated interoceptive-propriooeptive (mood) component; and exterooep• 

tive (change in behavior of stimulus-pers~n) component from the 

affecti've aspect of impression statements. The affective dimension 

employed was 11like•disliket' • From these factors., it is clear that 

the present study deals with a rather limited but important aspect 

of the impression process, and naals with it in an experimentally 

rigorous manner. However, it is with these limitations in mind 

tha-t the disous.sion and conclusions which follow a.re formulated. 

COMPARISON WITH OTIIER STUDIES 

We have already discussed the mothodological implications 

of rela. ted studies, and at this point wish mainly to draw some com-

parisons between results obtained. Pertinent to both Asch• s and 

Gollin•s findings is our analysis of the ongoing affeo·tive reactions. 

As was pointed .out; above, our analysis l.ed us to conclude that the 

subparts of tha ongoing impression :msy not be as rounded and organized 

as Asch would have us believe. Affoctive reactions appeared to 
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fluctuate and suggested that the final impression may be made up 

of such differing reactions and yet appear organized in the later 

summary accou.~t, An interesting comparison which warrants further 

exploration is that between the types of impression formation derived 

by Gollin and the affective reaction t~1)eS of the present study. It 

would appear that the present research dealing with the affective 

aspect of impressions, ended with similar findings to those optained 

by Gollin working on the cognitive level. Gollin describes an 

11 aggregated" type of impression formation which represents fluctua-

tions in the subjects dealing with the stimulus material, just as 

our "variable" affective reaction type reflected fluctuations in 

affective impressions of the stimulus material. Also Gollin spealcs 

of a "unitary'' typo in which only one consistent impression is formed, 

much in the same manner as the 11 dominant" affective reaction type 

described in the present study. ' 

The experiment conducted in this research is closest in 

purpose and methodology to that of Murray's investigation into the 

affect of fear upon estimates of maliciousness of other personalities. 

In a sense the present study may be considered an extension of the 

1.furray investigation - an extension that allows more experimental 

control, and has four times as many subjects. Since Murray's inves-

tigation represents a significant landmark in this area of study, 

and since our findings are not in accord with his, some discussion 

of this point is called for. We have previously pointed out some 

methodological differences bet,reen his study and the present one, 

and at this time will not repeat but add additional comments regard-

ing the methods •. Murray's rating scale and instructions do not permit 
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any response except on the oontiuum or zood-bad. The instructions 

he employed. also left littlo choice to the subject: "some are 

good, some a.re bad, some average". With such instructions, it might 

also be best to consider the factor of the child's suggestibility 

and inclination towards description in the extreme. 

By looking more closely at the analysis which Murray applied 

to his date, and at the results that he obtained one might consider 

that his conclusions are over-statements. The reader is led to be• 

lieve that Murrny established that estimates of maliciousness increa.se 

vtlth a mood of fear. Murray places no emphasis on his statistical 

procedures. A re•examination of Murray's analysis, does not seem to 

demonstrate that fear shirts a. subjeoto perceptions from ngood11 to 

nbad11 • It appears that, on a 9 point scale from "good" to "bad", 

the nrrightened" subjeot•s judgments mo~q less than one-half point 

in the direction or bad. Even this minor change occurs in only three 

o£ the five subjects, hardly enough for even the grosseat statistical 

generalizations. Thus, we are inclined to believe ·that the differences 

in results obtained between Murray•s study and the present are not 

as great as they may have appeared initially. 

Another m.qjor factor may be operating nnd could account for 

some of the differences obtained. Murray's study took place in a 

11natural milieu", while the present study was conducted in the ex• 

perimental laboratory. The subject's set in the laboratory may be 

one of scientifio•like, objective detachment. The faot that our 

subjects wore oollege students and not children also may contribute 

to this attitude of detachment. The children in Murray's group may 



not yet have learned, or placed a value on, "the objective obser-

vation11. The college student is more inclined to strive for 

rationality than is the child. Such a striving would seem to pro~ 

duce a sharp demarcation between the world and the self - or in 

terms of our experiment between what is observed mid what is felt. 

Such a demarcation also ma~es it possible for the subject to endure 

the unpleasantness of the threat-inducing interpersonal relation• 

ship vlith the experimenter without complaint. Even though the ex-

perimental situation provides an opportunity for them to project 

their discomfort and to express their aggression in the socially 

acceptable manner of vilifying the film character, their striving 

toward objectivity and rationality may not allow. 

THE NATURE OF SOCIAL· Pli'RCEPTION 

The resultsar this study inv-lte speculation about the 

nature of hovr we 11 know11 the other person. The discussion in ·the 

introductory chapter led ".lB to believe tha.t e.n affooti ve substrate 

may underlie perception of and response to other hum~n beings. It 

may be tha. t the "other" produces a change in our state of which 

we may not be oonsciously aware, but which may determine, in part. 

our perception and response. A dominant mood or feolir..g state in 

a person ma.y limit either the receptivity to suoh changes. or the 

ef'i'eot of these changes on the person's perceptions and responses. 

In other words,· if a perso~ is flooded ½ith a strong, sir.gle 

predominant mood he is liable to be less likely to o.etect subtle 

changes in himself that are stimulated by the behavior of others. 
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In such a. mood, he is also less sensitive to the variety of' moods whioh 

the other person may demonstrate. For exrunple; if we a.re sad we 

are less likely to laugh a·!; a mediocre joke. The more neutral our 

mood the more open we are to recoivi1tg impressions a.bout the other 

person, 

In the present study, ii' we assumo that our control group 

was representative 0£ the general student popul~tions response to 

the stimulus-person, than our results suggest t.l-iat tlle mood-induced 

experimental subjects dii'tered i'rom this general population in some 

signi£ica.nt ways. We not f'or example, that our anxious subjects 

were more variable in 'the a:f'feotive aspect of their impressions 

than were the control subjeots• 1'hey differed from the controls 

in the consistency or eert~inty of their affective impressions. We 

might womor why it was that the experimental subjects whlle under 

throat. v1ere so hesitant in their impression formations. Yihen the 

beharlor of the person perceived became "unfavorable"• the control 

group quite consistently or decisively made negative atiec-cive 

judgments of them, but the experimentals were not as decisive. 

In the "neutral II porbion of the second film, an interesting 

tendency, (though not statistically significant) showed that con• 

trol subjects had more negative impressions about the film character 

than the experimental subjects who v1ere under throat of shock at 

the time. We would expect from the proposition that affect influences 

perception, that negative impressions would be enhanced by a negative 

mood such as anxiety. The tendency in our analysis of the data is 

more consistent wl th the ideas expressed earlier tha.t a domin..<i.n·I:; mood 



blocks or "narrows11 a person• s perception of, or response to his 

environment. The expe1•imental subjects appeared more to retain 

their earlier more positive set, fuan did the control subjects~ 
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This would seem to be consistent with the viow that in states of 

strong emotion there is a "narrowing" of tho cognitive orgnnization·; · 

the person is not lon5er able to 11 see" tho essential aspects of the 

situa.tion. As compared wi:bh "the non•·threatened subjects. the 

threatened subjects behavior m.~y be oonsidered less adnptivo. We 

might se.y that the umdous mood prevented a more detached and dis-

interested obje_otivi ty than a non-anxious mood. Anxious subjeo ts 

could not "see" the film person as boin;,; more negative, ·whereas 

the non-anxious subjects could. 

The results obtained in this study lead us to ono further 

understanding nbout the nature of social perception; n.9.mely, that 

· the content of' what isi1peroeivod ... or the sliilt.ulus qualities • a.re 
)'~~\ 

or major importance. We have seen in the present investigation that 

regardless of the 1110od of the perceiver, whon a mea.ni~ful chnnge 

takes place in the behavior of the stimulus-person, impressions 

change in the same direction. Yre rn.ay conclude from this that with• 

in the exporimenta.l setting and design of this study, that stimulus 

or "outer rae.lityn seemed to exert a. greo.tor demand value than did 

the mood or feeling sta.te. Any differences between our threatenod 

and non--·threatened subjects, as far as the affective aspec·ts of their 

impressions aro ooncerned, was over-ridden by the oh.~nge in tho 

film hero• s beh·:,vior from "neutral 11 to "unfavorable". Such a con-

clusion may indicate a more cautious approach to the ini'erenoes 



drawn from a person•s sta.-tements 'bout an runbir,uou.s stimulus. These 

inferences may not at ell bo applicable to the persons behavior in 

a more structured stimulus field. 

Pigure 5 represents the viewpoint expressed above. The 

faces in tho squares are mennt to be idcntionl.1 the peroento.ge 

figures a.re hypothotice.l, Mood :mny influence the judgment of a. , 

photograph, but would have little or no ef'i'eot on the judgment of 

that same photographed .face in the context depicted in the diegra.m. 
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Clli\PTER V 

StJl .. iMARY AHO CONCLUSIONS 

This study presents a method for collecting data 

about the affective quality or social impressions,·and a 

judging procedure which yields a consistent recognition and 

rating or this quality. The method for collecting the data, 

a modified association technique, emphasized spontaneous verbal 

expression. A sample of 10 Ill!l.le and 10 female college students 

was placed into two groups: control and experiment.al ( sexes 

equally divided). Motion pictures of people in social action 

constituted the stimulus material about which the subjects 

formed their impressions, The study was interested in tho 

affective aspect of' the impressions. "Affect units" ,,ere rated 

on a scale o~ the 11 like-dislike" quality expressed in the 

subjects• verbalizations. The judging procedu~e may be des-

cribed as the ra.tin!';· of' ~aaningful "aff'act uni ts" • w'tith reference 

to the context in which they occurred and ,nth knowledge or how 

they were said - into clearly designated categories. Tho high• 

ly significant agreement obtained among the judges ratings 

demonstrated that reliable ratings of the affective quality of 

impressions can be n:ade. 

This study also explored the relationship between 

mood and perception in tho area or forming impressions. A 
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cha.nee in mood was experimenfally induced by threat of shock. 

An alteration in the behavior of the film-parson ( portrayed 

as "uni'avora.ble".) was also experimentally controlled. By 

means of this experimental arrangement threo propositions wera 

exploredi 

i. The presenoe oi' a ohant,ed mood in the perceiver 
influences the quantitative and qualitative char• 
acter of the affective asr,.eot of his impressions 
about.another person. 

II• Changea in the affective aspect of a person's im• 
pressic-ns about Mother person ·will oocur with 
:marked changes in the behavior of the person ob-
served. 

III. These ohantes are influenced by a chan~e in the 
mood of t.~e perceiving person. 

Tho follov.ri.ng conclusions were drnV1n from the results obtnineds 

1: An experimentally threat-induoed ~ood did not seem 

to alter the affective e.speot of the exper:i.meni..al r.ubject• e 

impressions as measured in this study. 

2: P.n experimentally threat-induced mood resulted in 

increased variai)ility in the affective aspect of the experi• 

mental subjects• impressions as measured in ·this s·t;udy. 

St A threat-induced mood inoreased tho subjects verbal 

productivity.-

4: A significant change in the verbalized affective 
. 

aspect of impressions occurred when a major change in the be• 

havior or the person observed took place.· 
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5-: Non-threatened subjects were more decisive than 

threatened subjects in the change in their afi'eotive impressions 

that accompanied the change in behavior of the person poro13ived~ 

6s Subjects vmo responded with more negative ai'£eotive 

impressions while under throat of shock were more likely to oon• 

sider the "unf'avorableu portrayal of the film-person a.s most 

important in forming their impressions. 
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APPENDIX A 

OUTLINE OF EXPERD-IBNTAL FILM 

AND 

SJ!MPLE PROTOCOLS AND SCORWG FORMS 



OUTLINE OF EXPERil•fENTAL FILi'-1 SCENES* 

"Neutral Section 

At of.fice 

1. Greeting elevator IIL9.n 

2. Greeting secretary 

3. Making phone call 

4. Signing paper 

5. Watching secretary 

Going !,Q Lunch 

6. Ordering lunch 

?. Solving puzzle 

Going iQ Emoloyer•s Office 

8. Hesitating before employer's door 

9. Being 11buwled out11 

Ml~ Fountgin 

10. Spilling watQr 

11. H iping and apologizing 

"Unfavorable" section 

l. Ea.ting breakfast 

2. Bickering with wife; child 

·J. Leaving table 

4. Stamping on toy 

5. Returning with toy 

6. Leaving home 

* after Hershkowitz (13) p. 17 
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Film: I Subj: 12 F 
Judge: MR 

{f- + :!: 
••••• He seems to be very generous./ I think he gave the man 

+ * ! 
more than he should have./ He is ver-if f.r'J.endly,/ I think he is 

. + . * 
quite courteous./ Seems to ·be of fairly g;oi;L i;j,.nancial status./ 

+ . * . '* : . , ... * . "i!-

Very agreeable./ ••••• Think he is 1-rilling./ ••• •• Seems 
+ * ·U· 

to be interested in ulmt he is doing/ and- • • • • • I think 
+ .• 

most people seer:i to like him i'rorii'this picture./ I think he - . + 

97 

might be a little bit generous/ cause he seems to be gh--:!.ng every-
- . " + ·~ + •n• • .,'i" 

body money .rir doing little deeds./ I thinlt he is rather ple~sed./ 

Seems kind of pleased with what the surroundings are/ although they 
; * * t 

don't look too encouraging./ ••••. Seems to be rather a well 
. * * * + 

dresser./ ••• -.. ••• •• Seems agreeable to everything./ 



I<'iln1: II 

+ 

Subj: 12 F 
:Judge: MR 

•.... He seems--ah--lets see--seems to be quite industrious,/ 
! . *· 

and. bus-,1 industrious business man./ Seems interested in what * .. -:t-
he is talking about there./ Seems ldnd o.f messy/ and disgusted - -with his rrlstakes ./ Dcesn I t care about turning work thc.t • s neat 

. --~!- + * 
and efficient./ Seer.ts interested~ his secretary./ Other 

! * ! * 
people seem to ask hi.,i for eiJ..vice./ Seer.ts rather intelligent/ 

0 + J,~ 

from Hor1d.ng on the puzzles./ Cares about meet:l.ng people/ or 
+ -!~ -

talking to people./ His boss doesn1t seem too happy with him/• - -with the work tho.t he is doing./ Doesn't take it with a friendly 

* - -attitude_./ or trying to improve./ Rather disgusted./ Rather 
; * * 

careless/ and not too--he seems pretty apologetic about 'it./ 

Seo.11.s to think that the mother is givi:-ig o. little bit too much 

attention to the baby./ Don1t particularly ca.re too much about 
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- * whe.t is going on./ From his hor1e life it doesn't look too happy./ 
* * ••••• Doesn't seem very polite when they ask him for thinr;s./ 

- -!~ 
Rather cross,/ disgusted./ Looses his temper easily/ a..."'ld doesn't 

seen to care that those are children's toys./ 



Filnu I 

+ + 

Subj: 13 M 
Judge: MR 

He looks like ;a friendly man./ He looks like~ inquisitive mon./ 
0 

It looks like -th!3Y are inquiring for information./ He is a man 
:t, * + 

that r.iit,ht explain things./ Looks as if he might-travel a lot of 
+ + 

places./ Might be well educated./ He is inquisitive./ He didn't 
- - * ; 

show too good m:J.!t..ners ./ He has a way of finding out thincs from 
0 

people that/--hets found out t'".,ro thine;s from two people--taxi cab 
* + 

driver and maybe the hotel clerk./ He is thankful for ;ecoiving -information,/ He didn't show manners at the door./ He let the 
:;: if- 0 . 

girl walk in behind him/ nnd looks as if he might be searcliinr; 
it- 0 -I~ ..• '* 

for so:1ething./ He might be a business man,/ He • • •.. seems 
0 . 

to be very se:irching fo:i:' information of sone type./ He is very 
+ 0 

enthusiastic./ He might be a salesman tryin0 to sell a product./ 
+ ·U· 

Semas to have a friendly snile toward everyone./ He seems ·'.i::, do 
0 

most of+ the ta.l!dng./ He may be setting an appointment.~ I:c 
- . I + talks to different types of people. He seems to be inclined'to *" ' + . , + {} 

nervousness,/ reaching in his pocket,/ £u.1J1bling./ He seems to 
+ 0 

look at e;crythi.ng to get an impression of it./ He is asking cf.:.a. ::_: .. 
:!: {f, :t 

tions/ and again he is tho.n1cful./ He still seems to be inquisi-
+ + * 

tive./ Very neatly-dressed./ Huot have a .. _. be verJ neat./ He 
0 ! 

seem.s still to be searching for informe.tion./ Again be is very 
. + + 

neat./ Very- poised/ and he meets people good,/ He loolcs like 
+ + + 

he has good personality;/ character,/ and he can mal!:e a 
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+ * + 
conversation easily./ Good manners./ Courteous./ He may be 

+ + * 
a--r.my have a good persontlity/-probably ·well liked./ He uses 

0 + 
his hands as gestures./ He can carry on a conversation well./ 

+ + 
He seems to be very prompt./ He lmous he has made an appointment/ 
* + 

ari.d probably has to go to the appointment./ He is excusing him-0. .. 
self, from what I rather./ 



Film: n Subj: 13 M 
Judge: 1-ffi 

0 .0 -3~ + 
Thiq man./ The man getting out?/ He looks as if he is wry 
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+ ; 
industrious./ He might be a little forgetful./ Seems to be search-

* + 
ing for something./ Seems to be industrious./ He seems to be ••• 

t * + 
seems to be giving information./ l!e has to be helped./ Ho might + .; * + •)} 
be forgetful./ He•s sloppy./ He is highly nervous./ He can't 

- + * + -concentrate too well./ He seems to r:m.ke up his mind quickly./ -He might be pulled in as a sucker on a trick or a e;nmo or something./ 
+ - u - + 

He seems to be neat in appearance./ He mur,1bles to himself'~/ He 
+ -- + see:;w to t'€ rather smart on tricks or somewhat./ He seems to be 

* 0 ; 
hesitant./ He checks his appearance./ He doesn't seem to knon how 

; 
to handle the situation./ He seemo to e:,cplain himself poorly./ 

- ~!-
He see~,1S to be afraid to ta.llc back./ Rather clumsy./ He acain 

+ - * 
is highly nervous/-its pr6bablc he is./ Ile has an unhappy home 

life./ He is too.. Ile doesn't seem to pay any attention to his * + , + " ; 
loved ones./ He seems to be groggy,/ bored,/ or concerned about 

* - * something else--anotber problem./ He might be a little sarcastic./ - -Doesn't seem to have his mind on rds family./ Bickering about some-
• * -thing./ Ready to pout now./ Has a. temper that can•t be controlled./ 

Sea'Jls to be a hell raiser./ 
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Subj: __ _ 

Conds ---
SCCP.Im FOP!-! 1 

Filr.1 II 
!'eriod Ratinl!S Tllm1"o Seo . Pericx!I Rati"'" lr.ltrr& Sc. 

]-_ , I , __ 
.._.,._, - 1, 

2 2. ! i 
1 

. •, 
3 : 3 I - -~- ·- I 4 •14 I - -- .... I , I . --
6 6 I . 
7 7 

l 
I 

8 8 i I 
t 

9 l 
I 9 j -- I 

10 10 

ll 11 I .. ! --= 
12 12 ' I 

' I 

7~.,.unpro Sc • ., Part I !vg.:. Impro Seo, Neutral !i'ih 

13 

14 

ls' 

-~ 

11. 16 
- I 

l' I I 17 j 

' ! '''"'j-· s,., ,,,,, " lvg4 Iapr~ Sc., Untavorabl,J Film 

~.vg. Impr~ Sc,, Fil;:i II AV:-1 I.,:pr. Sc., fil.'11 I 

.. 

, 

?IGlm.E 6 SCORING FORH 1 



Per., 

1 

2 

3 

Ii 
s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 
12 

no. 

Subj :__g_i_ 
F1Jn I 

n&tineB 
Re1m. Ifll MR 

3 +6 +S 
2 +4 +2 

1 +2 +2 

l +l +l 

l +2 +2 

l +2 +2 

2 n -2 

l +2 +l ' 

SCORDll PORK 2 

IDL µ·cn&.L nir. 
P,atino Aw. Per-. 

1. 

+6 +17 •l.89 2 

+4 +10 •l.67 3 
+2 • 6 1,._,, N\ I, 

C: 

+2 +h 1.33 6 

7 
.. 

+2 •6 2.00 8 

9 

+2 •6 +2.00 lO 

..? • I, C-1\~? 11 
-· +2 •5 •l.67 .. , 

I r.o. 
Ralln., :m 

2 +2 
j 

I 1 +2 

I , __ ,, 

2 .J, 

1 +2 

' l +2 I 
j 

l 

2 +2 

l 0 

1 
I 

3 -6 

Cclld1..!ll52a,__ 
11'11111 II 
R&t.1""' 

Total UR BJL ~.+.4.-

+2 +4 • 8 

+l +l +k 
_,, _,, ,_ .l. 

-•• .J, .,? 

+l •l • 2 

+l +2 + 5 

., • C: 

+2 +2 •6 

+2 +2 •4 
J. J. I .,R 
-6 -6 I -18 ..... - -':'"·~ .. 

12 +19 •13 •18 +SO 18 -6 -8 -6 -20 ... --- ' 
l3 2 +l 0 +l 2 +o.33 13 l -2 I -1 +l -2 

I 
lb 1h L!_ -6 -6 -6 ..J.8 

-·•---- -15 l +2 +l. +2 • 5 11-1.67 lS 

l6 16 l -2 -2 -2 - 6 - -· ·- ---·- ------· 
i.7 1 +l +2 +2 +5 11-1.67 17 4 -8 -8 -8 -24 I ·- --·-- -- - -- L-----

. --·---
4 +4 l +3 

~; 
+12 ' 9 -16 -17 -15 -so 

Hean Inpr. :3c::~ ?~rt l +1.39 ram :rmpr. Sc., neutral --
?fea.n !.~, Seo: Part, 2 +1.00 Hean ~,r. Sc., Unta.'V01'0.ble 

!femi !?:!pr. So,,: Fil'!I I •• •;!,~ Mflan !apr, So., Film II 

* H~an Impr. Sc.:: Hean Affect Score. 

FIGURE 7 

10.3 

7ir •. 
A.,,,,,. 

+l.33 
+1.11 

- -
.. 2 ./YI 

k>.67 

"l.67' 

., .l.'7 

+l-00 

•l.33 
_,, nt\ 

-2.00 

-0.67 

1-2.00 

-2.00 

-2.00 
'---

- . 
-0.37 

-i.as 
-o.._Q6_ 



~j: lJ u 
Fila I 

Ratinm: 

Ccn:1: Cont. 
Pilm II 
Ra.t.bum 
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__ l-,.._.1..__,_H-_.,+...._f.-+~+l.._1+-..;:i+l..,1,1-41i.;;+.-•11i.....•~i......,. ,.,~7.._.,;;1;,;:;., __ 1 __ 2.._-+1._Q_J--"n'---l--"n:.-ii-i-:0~-11--0~-, 

2 I +2 +2 +2 6 2 3 o 1 ________ , ___...1--;;..._--i--"-"'-....;;.-1i.-+-=--i-1t-2;;.a.:.;:oo~-'-·-- ......, ___ ~,._-'o;;.._1_..:::o'--1-..:::o'--1~=---+--o=--_, 
__ 3-i--'2=--,+1-..;+l=----l-__;;-l=--..,_..;+l::-.4J.,,;+;...::.l~~::.i'l'--=l"-17·,.__..::3 ___ 11 __L_ J2.__1_,;+:;.i•':1._i---..;+::.i•'l:.-i1-1-..i..~11 _,.i1~ .... ,.,_.__.,_1 

li 'l O -2 _, -'· -"'·'· ,. .., 1 t _t' _,., ,_, I.I. j 

_ _::;,S-4-_l~-~.:;•l=--l-----'0:.1...-+--n~· -Hi..;:+:;...._1.µ:~~"·':l~":1-l-..,~'----l--....__,.i.:,--=:!- __,,-~ ,--&-..,-"'-"+to-..:t'i---1-'-,..i..-Li.-"--:1 
i 

6 2 0 0 0 0 b 1 6 l 0 IJ 0 0 0 

7 7 l -1 -2 -2 

+5 +14 +l.17 8 2 +l O +l • 2 +o.33 

9 2 -1 -1 +l - l -0.17 9 2 +l O -1 0 0 

10 2 -1 0 -1 I - 2 o.JJ 

Moan IDpr. sa., tlout.ral +0 • .37 -!mn 1.i:!p!-, Sc., Pm:'I; 2 +1.62 r.ean l.t;ll'o Sc., trnt11wrnble 

____ _;1~-ic;.::im:;...;;I::r.w;::;.~•;..Sc;:;:.;:•~,...;F;..:;i:.;;:lm;;:..;;I-:-_ _,+..,')...,1 ".l~u.-- Mean !r.l?l·,. So., P'ill'l1 II 

Hean Impr. Sc. = Mean A :feet Score 

FIGURE 8 S!J-!PLE SCORIHG FORM 2 FOR COIJTIWL SUB.ECT 13 M 



APPENDIX B 

TABLES OF JUDGES RAT .nms 
AND 

MEAN AFFECT SCORES 
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TA13Lm r'1 

JUDGES TOT.AL RATINGS 

Subjects Training Film Experimental Film 

Control Film I1 Film I2 Film Ill Film 112 

Male MEW MR :BL MEtt MR BL MEW MR BL MEW MR l3L 

3 3 -2 -3 -7 -16 -14 2 10 7 -23 -20 -27 

g -7 -9 -20 7 0 -2 19 11 -1 -21 -22 -22 

13 16 6 9 24 31 30 -11 -10 -15 -21 -21 -26 

18 26 21 lS 20 20 20 -8 -3 -14 -16 -19 -24 

19 -11 -5 -10 5 4 3 17 6 10 -23 -2lf. -22 

Female 

11 g 2 3 2 4 0 -16 -11 ,.13 -26 -27 -31 

14 -s -6 -10 -9 -7 _g -15 -13 -17 -13 -13 -14 

20 1 5 l 4 -1 -5 -9 -7 -9 -17 -18 -lS 

24 -3 -1 -4 -1 -1 -1 -5 -11 -10 -20 -21 -20 

25 5 4 4 1 9 9 -13 -13 -14 -20 -23 -25 
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TABLE XVI 

JUDGES TOTAL RATINGS 

Subjects Training Film Experimental Film 

Experimental Film I1 Film t2 Film 111 Film 112 

Male MEW MR :SL MEW MR BL HEW MR BL MliM MR :BL 

4 21 22 16 15 15 12 -19 -3 -32 -34 -36 -36 

7 19 13 10 9 9 9 8 -1 -2 -7 -7 -7 

10 3 -5 0 -7 -11 -6 3 5 0 -15 -17 -19 

15 -27 -25 -23 -11 -1.3 -ll 41 li4 43 13 16 14 

26 19 15 16 -1 -2 l -4 -6 -5 -s -s -s 

Female 

12 19 13 lS 4 3 5 -6 -s -6 -18 -17 -15 

21 -7 -9 -9 -5 -4 -6 2 2 0 -s -8 -s 
23 5 4 4 7 g 8 7 11 7 -7 -9 -10 

26 5 3 -1 -7 -3 -7 -16 -5 -10 -16 -16 -15 

27 -6 -23 -27 -3 -3 -7 -23 -34 -37 -23 -29 -26 
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TABtEl XVII 

Ml.:1UQ' AFFECT nu}R"i.~SSION SCOR.BB OF CONTROL 
GROUP FOR TRAINIUG AlID EXPERIMgNTAL FILM 

SubJect Training Film Experimental Film 

Male Il 12 It Ill II2 !It 

3 - .02 -l.12 - .30 .24 -1.56 - .1~2 

g - • 71 .24 - .43 .35 -1.97 - .39 
13 .37 1.62 .81 - .52 -1.74 - .96 
lS 1.27 2.00 1.54 - .lt4 -l.4o - .s5 

-1:44 i 

19 - .25 .17 - .os .29 - .22 

Mean .13 - .02 -1.62 - .57 

Female 

11 .22 .4o .25 - .63 -1.t10 -1.01 

14 - .89 -1.60 -1.14 -1.15 -1.48 -1.29 

20 .16 - .OS .07 - .64 -1.36 -1.00 

24 - .15 - .14 - .15 .62 -1.85 -1.16 

25 .67 1.04 .97 -1.90 -1.62 -1.71 

Mean .o4 - .os 0 -.• 99 -1.54 -1.23 

Group 
Mean .09 .25 .03 - .50 -1.5g - .so 
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TABLE XVIII 

MEAN AFJ!'ECT IMPRESSION SCORES OF EXPmRIMENTAL 
GROUP FOR Tlll\.INING AND EXPE1Ut-iE1'."TAL FILM 

Subject Training Film Experimental Film 

Male 11 12 It I!l II2 IIt 

4 .56 1.17 .72 - .37 -1.71 - .7s 
7 1.27 .l.SO 1.44 .10 - .90 - .19 

10 - .03 -1.00 - .28 .33 -l.42 - .59 

15 -1.56 -1.30 -l.47 1.56 .96 1.36 
28 1.11 - .lro .80 - .33 -2.00 - .72 

Hean .27 .05 .24 .26 -1.0l - .18 

Female 

12 1.39 1.00 1.29 - .37 -1.85 - .86 
21 -1.19 -1.67 -1.33 .27 -2.00 - • 74 
23 .43 1.91 .BG .69 -1.73 ... 02 

26 .14 - .31 - .14 -1.15 -1.96 --1. 53 

27 - .93 - .87 - .92 -1.12 -1.53 -1.27 

Mean .os - .os - .05 - .34 -1.81 - .ss 

Group 
.04 -1.41 Mean .17 - .0l .01 - .53 
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